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ABSTRACT PAGE

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is one of the most important experimental
probes of local atomistic structure. chemical ordering. and dynamics. Recently, NMR has increasingly been used to study complex fenoclcctric pcrovskite alloys. where spectra can be difficult
to interpret. First-principles calculations of NMR spectra can greatly assist in this task. ln this
work, oxygen, titanium, and niobium NMR chemical shielding temors, fr, were calculated with
first-principles methods for ferroelectric transition metal prototypical ABO:~ perovskites [SrTi0;3,
BaTiO:~. PbTiO:~ and PbZr03] and A(B,B')O:~ perovskite alloys Pb(Zr 1; 2 Ti 1 ; 2 )03 (PZT) and
Pb(Mg 1; 3Nb 2 ; 3)0:3 (PMN). The principal findings are 1) a large anisotropy between deshielded
crxxCO) ~ CTyy(O) and shielded CTzz(O) components; 2) a nearly linear dependence on nearestdistance transition-metal/oxygen bond length, r 8 , was found for both isotropic biso(O) and axial
bax(O) chemical shifts (5 = frr"ferenee - fr), across all the systems studied, with biso(O) varying by
~ 400 ppm; 3) the demonstration that the anisotropy and linear variation arise from large paramagnetic contributions to CT:r:rCO) and CTyy(O), due to virtual transitions between 0(2p) and unoccupied
B(nd) states. Using these results, an argument against Ti clustering in PZT. as conjectured from
recent 17 0 NMR magic-angle-spinning measurements, is made. The linear dependence of the
chemical shifts on rs provides a scale for determining transition-metal/oxygen bond lengths from
experimental 17 0 NMR spectra. As such, it can be used to assess the degree of local tetragonality in perovskite solid solutions for piezoelectric applications. Results for transition metal atoms
show less structural sensitivity, compared to 17 0 NMR, in homovalent B-site materials, but could
be more useful in heterovalent B-site perovskite alloys. This work shows that both 17 0 and B-site
NMR spectroscopy, coupled with first principles calculations, can be an especially useful probe of
local structure in complex perovskite alloys.
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CHAPTER!

Introduction
Due to their reversible electronic polarization (ferroelectricity) and ability to convert mechanical energy into and from electrical energy (piezoelectricity) ferroelectric perovskites have
become key components in many electronic and mechanical devices such as sensors. actuators,
and random access memory [I, 2]. Studies have indicated that these technologically impmtant
macroscopic properties are directly related to the material's local atomic geometric structure [3].
The goal of my research was to relate local atomic structure to the nuclear magnetic

re~onance

(NMR) spectra of complex ferroelectric perovskitcs. The ability of NMR to identify di5tinct crystallographic sites and their symmetries, makes it an excellent tool for investigating the local structure of solid-state systems. The chemical shielding tensor, &, determines the local magnetic field
(Bloc

=

[1 - &jBcxd at a nucleus, where the induced field (Bind

=

-&Bexd arises from elec-

tronic screening currents around the nucleus. The spectra for complex AB03 perovskites can be
challenging to interpret without theoretical modeling. For example, while the

11

0 NMR spectrum

of crystalline tetragonal PbTi0:3 consists of two well resolved narrow peaks, each

corre~pond

ing to a unique oxygen environment. spectra for disordered perovskites, such as Pb(Zr 1 _.r Tix)03
(PZT), show partially resolved peaks and broad spectral features [4]. In thi5 disse1tation, I will
show how theoretical modeling and first-principles quantum mechanical calculations of the chem-

2

ical shielding can provide insight into the local atomic arrangements and chemical interactions in
these materials.
Oxygen, titanium, and niobium NMR chemical shielding tensors were calculated for prototypical perovskites [SrTi03, BaTi0:3, PbTi0:3 and PbZr03] and the disordered solid solutions
lPb(ZrJ -x Tir )0:.~ (PZT) and Pb(Mg 1 /3·Nb 2; 3)0a (PMN)]. The embedded cluster approach was
used, and the chemical

~hielding

temor was calculated with first-principles quantum chemistry

methods. These calculatiom were cross-checked with results from gauge including projector augmented \Vaves [51 (GIPAW) periodic boundary conditiom (PBC) calculations. The disordered
environmenb of PZT and PMN were

~imulated

by a variety of

atomi~tic

models with different

arrangements of the B-site cations (Ti and Zr for PZT: Mg and Nb for PMN). The calculations revealed a strong correlation between the oxygen chemical shielding tensor and the covalent 0(2p )cation(nd) interaction. A nearly linear dependence on nearest-distance transition-metal/oxygen
bond length, rs. was found for both isotropic b;so and axial bax chemical shifts, across all the systems studied, with 5;80 varying by~ 400 ppm. Using these results, we argue against Ti clustering
in PZT, as conjectured from recent

17

0 NMR magic-angle-spinning meaurements. The linear de-

pendence of the chemical shifts on r8 provides a scale for determining transition-metal/oxygen
bond lengths from experimental

17 0

NMR spectra. As such, it can be used to assess the degree of

local tetragonality in perovskite solid solutions for piezoelectric applications.
B-site NMR chemical shielding tensors provide additional infonnation about the local structure. First-principles quantum calculations of SrTi03, BaTi03, PbTi03, and PZT shov.-ed that
the titanium chemical shift has a nearly linear dependence on the B05 volume. Interestingly.
this volume dependence is relatively insensitive to A-site species, unit cell structural parameters,
and B-site ordering. This means that titanium NMR is less sensitive than

17 0

NMR to structural

details in isovalent B-site perovskites. However, preliminary niobium chemical shielding results
for heterovalent PMN indicate that the B-site is strongly effected by the configuration Mg 2 + and
Nb 5+ cations. It has been proposed that specific B-site ionic charge distribution, i.e. unique arrangements Mg2+ and Nb5+ cations, are responsible for the fen·oelectric behavior in PMN [6].

3
This indicates that B-site NMR can be more useful in mixed heterovalent B-site perovskites.
This work demonstrates that oxygen and B-site NMR spectroscopy, coupled with first-principles
quantum mechanical calculations, can be an especially useful tool to study the local structure in
complex ferroelectric perovskites.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 provide a theoretical overview of first-principles quantum mechanical electronic structure methods and the NMR
chemical shielding tensor. Chapter 4 will also introduce the embedded cluster and PBC-GIPAW
methodologies. Illustrative calculations of the embedded cluster approach and the short comings of commonly used DFT exchange-correlation functionals in the predicting oxygen chemical
shielding will be examined by studying in the rocksalt alkaline earth oxide series MgO through
BaO in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 will discuss the high sensitivity of 17 0 NMR to p-d hybridization
in transition metal perovskites. Chapter 7 connects

17 0

NMR spectroscopy to the local structure

of the PZT and PMN solid solution series with first-principles calculations and it emphasizes the
17

0 NMR linear scale for determining transition metal-oxygen bond lengths. It should be noted

that Chapters 6 and 7 have been published [7] and submitted, respectively, word for word to the
Journal of Chemical Physics. Chapter 8 discu~ses the Ti NMR chemical shielding calculations for
the prototypical perovskites and the isovalent B-site PZT solid solutions. Finally, the prospects
and benefits of Nb NMR chemical shielding calculations in the heterovalent B-site PMN are considered in Chapter 9.

CHAPTER2

First. . Principles Methodologies
2.1

Introduction
The non-relativisitic time-independent Schri-idinger equation can be expres<>ed by

:H
where H is the Hamiltonian operator and

w)

1

\[!

state of a &ystem containing n electron and
for a

~ystem

=E

1

w),

(2.1)

is a wave function that describes the full quantum

J\1[

nuclei. The Hamiltonian in Hartree atomic units

with the electrom, at po~ition r, and the nuclei locate at RN is

where MN and ZN is the mass and atomic number of the nuclei. While r,j = r, - rJ, r,l\ =
ri -

RN, and Rl\'1 = R:'J - RL are the vector difference between electron-electron, electron-

nuclem. and nucleus-nucleus positions, respectively. The first and second term on the right side of
Eq. 2.2 are the electron and nucleus kinetic energy operators, respectively; while the third, fourth.
and fifth tem1s represent the electron-nucleus. electron-electron, and nucleus-nucleus Coulomb
4

5
interactions, respectively.
An essential part of solving the Schrodinger equation in current first-principles electronic
structure methods is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [8], which considers the electrons in a
molecule or solid to be moving in a field generated by fixed nuclei. This approximation is based
on nuclei being much more massive than the electrons. Application of this approximation results
in an simplified electronic-only Hamiltonian,

z
L..- L..- ~
IR I'
\'=0 !4 'V I 1\L
l;f

,'\,f

""' ""'

'/

(2.3)

Eq.2.1 with Eq.2.3 used for the Hamiltonian can only be solved exactly for systems with
one electron. due to the presence of the electron-electron Coulomb interaction term in Eq.2.3. In
Mean-field theories, the full-many body electron-electron interaction is replaced by an average
one-body interaction, in which a mean field generated by the other (n- 1) electrons in the system. The Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation L8] is an example. Density Functional Theory (DFT)
[9] operationally re<>cmbles a mean-field theory, but it is e.xact. in principle. In practice, approximate exchange-correlation functionals are used. Hybrid-DFT approximations like B3LYP [10],
combine HF theory with DFT, and are widely used. Because of their relative simplicity. these
approaches can be used to study systems with large numbers of electrons. In contrast to the<>e
"one-electron" methods, many-body techniques, such as M0ller-Plesset (MP) Perturbation Theory [81. Configuration Interaction (CI) [8], and
Coupled Clmter (CC) Theory [11] incorporate the
r
full electron-electron interaction. These methods are much more computationally intensive and
can only be used for relatively small systems. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, widely available
quantum chemistry electronic structure codes allow for the chemical shielding temor to be calculated with the various levels of approximation. The remainder of this chapter will introduce the
fundamental concepts of each theory.
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2.2

Mean-field Type Methods

2.2.1

Hartree-Fock Theory

Hartree-Fock (HF) Theory [8] restricts the ground state wave function to a single n x n Slater
determinant,

W--=

<i>1(r1sl)

r,'.l2(r1s1)

<bn(rl)sl

_1_1 <i>1(r:2s2)

d:>2(r2s2)

¢" (r2s2)

v'nJ

(2.4)

:

where n is the number of electrons. It is composed of a set of single particle wave functions
(/) 1

(rj. Sj) (a.k.a. spin-orbitals), each of which is a product of spacial Xt(rj) and spin Tfz(s1 ) func-

tions. i.e. ¢, (rj, Sj)

= Xi (rj)Tfi (sj).

The rows of then-electron Slater determinant are labeled by

the electrons and the columns are labeled by the single particle wave functions. By construction,
a Slater determinant satisfies fermion statistics, since the permutation of any two rows in the determinant is equivalent to interchanging the coordinates of any two electrons, which results in W
changing sign. The set of of wave functions { r/Jj} are chosen to minimize the total energy
EH F

= (w I :H I w)

(2.5)

(w I w)

a

according to the variational principle. The minimization resultes in n coupled second order differentia! equations, which have the form

-*V'

2¢i(xl)

+ V;ou(r)q>;(xl) + t[Jj(XI)- Kj(XI):o;(xr) =

E;q>;(xl)

(2.6)

j#i

~

-

Vion = -

hi
""

~

N=O

z
N
-lr·
I'

(2.7)

1

)1

(2.8)

7
(2.9)

where

x~

indicates both the space ri and spin

s~

coordinates. The Hartree term J1 (x 1 ) is the

classical Coulomb repulsion between electron densities and the summation of it over all i fcc j
is the total average potential acting on the electron in ¢t, arising from the n-1 electrons in the
other wave functions. The quantum mechanical exchange term Kj(xJ) captures the correlation
that mise between same-spin electrons, due purely to fermion anti-symmetry. However, HF theory
does not include correlation between opposite spin electrons. By definition, the correlation energy
is given by Erorr = Eo - E[j F, where Eo is the exact ground state energy.

2.2.2

Density Functional Theory

Density Functional Theory (DFT) [9] frames the solution of Eo as a function of the oneelectron charge density n 0 (r). It can be shown that any property of a system of many interacting
particles can be represented as a functional (unknown in general), F[n0 (r)] of the ground state
electronic density n 0 (r). This formal result is a

~ingle

consequence of the fact that n 0 (r) deter-

mines the external potential (e.g. l;;,_iun). Kohn and Sham [12] wrote the electron density of
the interacting system in terms of a set of one-electron wave functions (Kohn-Sham orbitals) of a
noninteracting system. In DFT, the ground state energy is expressed as functional of n(r)
,

E[n(r)]

= -

1

2

~/
L..-: dr ~'t(r)\1 2 '\bi(r) +

J

dr n(r)Vion(r)

+ 21

J

Af

z z

drdr

,n(r)n(r')
lr _ r'l

1=1

Af

+ ,Er~

(2.1 0)

l;'lLIJ + E;r:c[n(r)]

n

where, n(r)

=

2: l¢i(r)i2.

The first two terms on the right-hand side are the non-interacting ki-

i=i

netic energy and the electron-nuclear Coulomb potential. The following two terms are the Hartree
energy and the exhange-correlation energy. Minimizing Eq.2.10 leads to a set of mean-field like
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single particle equations for non-interacting electrons.
1

_

(-2'\7 2 + Vwn(r +

J

1

n(r')

dr lr _ r'l

+

6Exc[n(r)j
on(r) )oi(r)

=

fi(,~>j(r),

(2.11)

where the last two terms are the Hartree potential and the exchange-correlation potential. The
exact Exc[n(r )] is not known in general, but it would deliver the exact ground state energy. In
practice, several successful apprm.imations have been been developed. The local density appro:ximation [13] (LDA),

EfF"1 ~n(r)]

= /

n(r)Exc(n(r))dr

(2.12)

i<> based on a parameterization of the exchange-correlation energy per electron E.1c(n(r))dr of a
uniform interacting electron gas of density n. LDA treats the non-uniform electron density at r
in a molecule or solid as if it were part of an uniform electron gas of comtant density. Although
n(r) in molecular and solid-state systems is far from homogeneous, LDA produces reliable results
for many systems [9]. Many schemes have been formulated to improve upon the LDA. One of
the most used is the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), which modifies LDA to include
effects of the density gradient.

2.2.3

Hybrid-B3LYP

Hybrid functionals [14] are a group of approximations to the DFT Exc that include a fraction
ofHF exact exchange in order to improve agreement between calculated DFT properties and some
experimental data. One of the most often used is B3LYP (Becke, three-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr)
[15, 16] which is expressed as

where Ej!ater and Et~VIV are exchange and correlation components from LDA functionals. E!fF
and l:i~:{ke are HF and GGA exchange functionals. The non-local l:iEc comes from the LYP
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functional. The coefficients were empirically adjusted via fitting calculated properties to experimental measurement for the G 1 molecule set [15].

2.3

Many-body methods

2.3.1

MP2

M0ller-Ple~set

(J'v1P) Perturbation Theory [8]

u~e~

the HF wave function a<> the unperturbed

system. The nomenclature used to represent the degree (n) of the MP expanision is MPn, which
indicates that the correction to HF energy is determined to the nth order in perturbation theory.
Most MP expansions are carried out to second order (MP2) for the ground &tate (wave function
corrected to fir<>t order). Higher order MP expansions exhibit oscillatory convergence and are
usually avoided. Among the possible methods to explicitly treat electron correlation, MP2 requires
a relatively reasonable amount of computational resources, &uch as storage. memory, number of
processors, and time.

2.3.2

Configuration Interaction

The Configuration Interaction (CI) [8] method is based on representing the exact many-body
wave function by a linear combination of Slater determinants

I Wei) = ao I WHF) +La~ I <I>z),

(2.14)

!=l

where

I WH F) is normally the HF determinant and I <I>z)

are determinants in which occupied HF

single particle wave functions are swapped with virtual HF single particle wave functions. The

I <I>z)

determinants resemble excited states in HF theory. If only one occupied spin orbital is

exchanged with a virtual orbital, the detem1inant is referred to as a single excitation. While a determinant with rn replaced spin-orbitals is called a m-tuple excitation. The expansion coefficients
are determined by requiring the total energy to be minimum via the linear variational principle. In

10
practice, the summation in Eq. 2.14 most often is truncated.

2.3.3

Coupled Cluster

The Coupled cluster (CC) [11] method effectively generates a CI expansion for a reference
HF solution. CC uses an exponential operator T to form the CC wave function

(2.15)

In principle, CC can determine the exact wave function from a reference wave function if

'i

generates all possible orbital groupings for a given n-electron system. In practice, the exponential
operator in Eq. 2.15 is expanded in a power series, which is truncated at a specific excitation level.
This truncation results in a hierarchy of CC techniques. For example, CCS and CCSD refer to
series expansions that include single excitations and single excitations plus double excitations,
respectively.

CHAPTER3

Basic NMR chemical shielding theory
and gauge invariance issues
3.1

The NMR chemical shielding tensor
A bare nucleus with a non-zero nuclear spin quantum number, I.v, has a nuclear magnetic

dipole moment, JlN, associated with it.

Thi~

magnetic moment can interact with a magnetic field

(a.k.a. magnetic flux density) B and the interaction can be represented as

(3.1)

where IN is the gyromagnetic ratio of the target nucleus, nis the reduced Plank constant, and niN
is the nuclear spin angular momentum [17]. The reduced Plank constant is set equal to one since
Hartree atomic units (fi

=

1, me

=

1, e

=

1) are used throughout this dissertation. The dot product

indicates that the magnetic energy depends on the relative direction of the vectors B and Jl.N and
the

minu~

sign indicates that the magnetic energy is lowest if the Jl.N is parallel to B. According to

quantum mechanics, the projection of IN along any directions
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i~

quantized. Therefore, if B

=

Bz

12
and the quantization direction is

cho~en

in the z-direction. the interaction energy will be

(3.2)

where mr is the nuclear magnetic spin quantum number. which may have any integer number
between -IH and II\'· The energy difference, .6.E, between two neighboring states is equal to
~;'\JB".

Thi'> separation between the nq energy levels i'> called the nuclear Zeeman

~plitting.

A

transition between tv.o neighboring energy leveh can be induced b:y the application of a second
magnetic field, which

i~

perpendicular to Dz and oscillating at the Larmor frequency [17]

(3.3)

The ability to transition between energy
magnetic field with frequency

~'L

~tate~

of a nucleus by the application of a perpendicular

is the fundamental concept behind NMR.

The magnetic interaction between a bare NMR active nucleus

(I:.~

# 0) and an applied mag-

netic field Bcxt is augmented by the motion of neighboring electric charge. This electronic respon~e

induces a secondary magnetic field (Bmd) at the nuclear site and the total field (Bloc) at

the nucleus can be expressed as follows

(3.4)

where

a is the NMR chemical shielding tensor of the nucleus.

Consequently, the nuclear spin

Hamiltonian (Eq. 3.1) i5 modified to

(3.5)
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with a chemically shifted Larmor frequency of

VL

=

-)N(l-

O"zz)Bext,z/2'JT.

(3.6)

Each component of (J is a mixed second derivative of the ground state energy with respect to
the applied magnetic field and nuclear magnetic moment and is formally defined [18] as

aE

h~, )\ =

:c, y, z.

(3.7)

As such, it is an asymmetric second rank tensor with nine independent components in general,
although its symmetry can be higher, depending on the site symmetry of the target nucletls. [19]
The anti-symmetric pmi of & contributes negligibly to the NMR resonance frequency shift, since
it enters only in second order, [20, 21] although it can contribute to relaxation. [22] The symmetric part can always be diagonalized, and the NMR frequency is determined by the following
combinations of its principal axis components [23]

O"iso

=

l (o-xx + O"yy + O"zz) = !Tr&
(3.8)
O"aniso

where

O"i 50 , O"ax,

and

O"aniso

= ~ (o-yy- O"xx),

are the isotropic, uniaxial, and anisotropic components, respectively.

Positive values of a- are conventionally denoted as shielding the external field, while negative
elements are referred to as deshielding [see Eq. (3.5)]. Measurements of & are usually reported
with respect to a reference compound, where the chemical shift tensor is defined as [24]

u.? = -

(Aa- -

ref)

O"iso ·

(3.9)
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3.2

Ramsey Equation
In the absence of an applied magnetic field, the behavior of electrons in molecules and solids

is governed by the time-independent Schrodinger equation (Eq. 2.1) within the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation (Eq.2.3). The presence of an external magnetic field
moment~ tl N

of the nuclei

cau~e~

1 n
')
~

''C·oul i~

and the nuclear magnetic

the electronic non-relativistic Hamiltonian to take the form

_
HAILB
dec-

where

Bcxt

"'"""'[

L....t

·n

Alot]2,

-1 Y ' - "'-1.'

I

YT

(3.10)

~'Coul,

!=0

the Coulombic potentials descnbed by Eq. 2.3 and A} 0 t is the <>um of vector po-

tential&, which describe the externally applied magnetic field and the nuclear magnetic moments.
The respective vector potentials are represented by
~1

A "'tot -_

\

P'-t .J_ "'"""'

..~_'-\..."'

L....t

A

(3.11)

~'-i.'Z,JV'

X=l

= 1 B ext X r, o;

2

Ae't
2

(3.12)
(3.13)

where a is the fine structure constant, r, is the position of the ith electron, Ro is the gauge origin,
and RN is the position of the N 1h nucleus. lf the term in the square brackets ofEq. 3.10 is expanded
out and we work within the Coulomb gauge (\1 · A~ot
n

n

t=l

t=l

n

=

0), Eq. 3.10 becomes

M

n

M

z=l

,'1/=1

H~i:C = -~ I:v;+VC'ouJ+ l::A~xt·(-i\1,)+ 2::: L Au.;·(-iv~)+ L[A~ 2 t+ L
t=l N=1

A,,Nf
(3.14)

The first two terms are just the electronic Hamiltonian in the absence of a magnetic field (Eq. 2.3).
If the vector potentials are replaced by the definition~ is Eq. 3.11 - Eq. 3.13 and the vector identities
(a

X

b)· c =a · (b

X

c) and (a

X

'JiB
b) (c x d)= (a· c)(b ·d)- (b · c)(a ·d) are used, Helcc
can be
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expressed as

(3.15)

neglected for field

strength~

used in practice. This simplification re.,ults in the Hamiltonian taking

the form
J'

H~f~

H~~~L +I:: B;xtfi~.l

=

:vi x y,z

y,z

I\ I A..v,z x,y z

+I:: I:: p~H~· +I:: I:: I:: n;xtfil·.~~t~.
0

A

~=1

~

A

~=]

(3.16)

K

where the vector dot products are now expre&sed in terms of their components (x, y, z), which are
represented by

r;,

and A.. While the ~uper~cripts associated with the

H terms signify their order in

JL and B. Similar to Eq.3.16, a series expansion of the total electronic energy E in power~ of and
A . d K cr'
B ext
an fL"v ,Jves

.L,y,z

E

=

E

00

+L
A

A

compari~on

]\j

B;xtE~'

1

X,}

,z

+L L
~=1

"'

:\1 X,y ,LX.) ,z,

f1~KE~ 0

+L L L
l\=1

A

B;xtEl'.~JlK·

(3.17)

~

Eq. 3.17 and Eq. 3.7 indicates that the ,\, r;, component of the chemical shielding

tensor, aA,~· of the Nth nucleus is equal to El:~. a A,~ can be evaluated with perturbation theory
[25]. Since each vector component of fis and Bext can be considered a separate perturbation,
multiple perturbation theory must be used. However, the

formali~m

of this approach and the

basic form of the equation that determines the chemical shielding tensor can be understood and
developed through double perturbation theory, which begins by expanding H~f!, \If and E in a
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power series
of

fl_'\'

expan~ion

around 3 and

and Bext. such as

fJN,y

E,

each of which could represent two individual component

and Bext,A· H~1 ~ and E will have a form similar to Eq. 3.16 and

Eq. 3.17 while 1J1 will be

(3.18)

The first superscript counts the orders of

K

and the

~econd

&uperscript counts

order~

of ,\. The

first order corrections to the ground state electronic wave function, wLO and 1Jl 0 · 1 , and the total
electronic energy, E 1•0 • E 0 •1 , and E 1 ' 1 • can be determined by plugging in the expanded representations of H, W and E into J:.q. 2.1 and sorting and equating by po\\ers of {3 and c:. The Hermitian
property of H~i~c and the completene&& relationship and orthonormality of \!J 0 •0 can be m.ed to
obtain
(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)
(3.22)

El,l
~ (wg·o
LJ
z-;fO

= a;_,K =

(wg.o I JIU I wg·o) ~

I Hl,o I w~·o) (w~·o I Ho.I I wg·o) + (wg.o I Ho,I I w~·o) (w~·o I HLo
Eo,o _ Eoo
0

t

lwg·o) (3.23)
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The generalization of Eq. 3.23 can compactly represented as

(3.24)
where

H 0 ·0

I Wo)

and

IW

1)

arc the ground and excited cigen:;tatc:; of the unperturbed Hamiltonian

with the eigenvalues Eo and E 1 [17, 18]. This formulation of the chemical shielding is

u-;ually referred to as Ramsey's Expression. Eq. 3.24 shows that the nuclear magnetic shielding
tensor can be divided into two parts. The first term, diamagnetic
expectation value of the unperturbed

~tate I

~hielding,

cone<>ponds to an

\lio), which conceptually originates from electric

charges in a Larmor precession around the applied magnetic field Be,i: that

produce~

the induced

magnetic field Bfn.d' (opposing Bexp) at the nucleus [26]. While the second term, paramagnetic
shielding. depend<> on the excited states

I w~)

and represents the relaxation of the wave function

in response to the perturbations due to the couplings of the nuclear magnetic moments to the
orbital motion of the electrom

(a 2

term) and the coupling of external field to the orbital motion

of the electrons (orbital angular moment operator). The paramagnetic term is a con&equence
of BPxt polarizing the electronic
magnetic field

~hells.

The f>hells distort in a way that produces an induced

n;:;a (additive to Bext) at the nucleus [26]. The chemical shielding depends on

the distribution of the electrons around the nucleus and naturally has different values in different
electronic environments.
The Ramsey Expression is theoretically important for interpreting calculated results. In this
work, the Ramsey Expres-;ion was a key component in the qualitative explanation of the strong
con-elation between the oxygen chemical :;hielding tensor and the covalent 0(2p)-cation(nd) interaction, which is observed as a linear relationship between the oxygen NMR chemical shift and
the 0-cation bond length in perovskite oxides (Chapter 6, Section 6.4.1).
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Eq. 3.24 and Eq. 3.7 are separate formulations of the chemical shielding tensor. A third
formation was introduced by Jamemeson and Buckingham [27], who showed that

a can be deter-

mined from a calculation of the first-order electronic current density j(l) (r;) induced in a system
of n electrons by

Bext,

a'(u)B
1v
ext = a

2/d

r;:\1

·(1)(

ril'\ lr;;-J F~ X J

)

r; '

(3.25)

where j( 1 l(r;) is expressed in terms of the ground state wave function 1J! 0 and its corresponding
n

first -order correction iJi 11 to

Bext ·

2::::

~.Co as

i~l

n

j( 1 l(r;) = i :L)\fl?*\7\Llf- 1J!f*\7\LJ 0 ) - Arxtn(r).

(3.26)

i=l

The terms associated with the vector potential of the magnetic moment enter the calculation during
the integration of the current density.
In practice, the chemical shielding tensor is usually solved with either Eq.3. 7 (GIAO method),
which is implement via analytical derivative techniques [16] or Eq.3.25 (CSGT and GIPAW method~)

using standard computational perturbative methods (e.g. couple-Hartree Fock or Density

Functional pe11urbation theory).

3.3

The Gauge Origin Problem
The vector potential representing the external magnetic field (Eq. 3.12) and therefore the

Hamiltonian (3.15) and the chemical shielding tensor (Eq. 3.24) are not uniquely defined since
the position of the the gauge origin, Ro, can be arbitrarily chosen and still satisfy the requirement

Bext

=

\7 x Af"t. In p1inciple, an observable property should not depend on the choice of Ro.

More generally, the gradient of an arbitrary scalar function 'Vf(r) can be added to A~xt, since the
curl of a gradient is zero. Quantum mechanically, this fundamental principle is maintained because
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a transformation of 'Vf(r) in the Hamiltonian, H -+ H', results in the exact wave function of H
being transform as w -+ w'

=

P.rp[-if(r)~w.

This gauge transfonnation corresponds to both

the Hamiltonian and wave functions undergoing an unitary transformation. Therefore, a change
in R'l' will result in a transfonnation of the'wave function, but observable properties will remain
unaltered:

(w'

1

H' 1 w')

=

(w 1 H

1

w).

(3.27)

In practice, the wave function i5 never exactly solved and usually represented by an incomplete
basis set. The finite

~ize

of the basis set results in Eqs. 3.19 and 3.2 becoming approximation5

and Eq. 3.27 is not strictly

~atisfied.

Therefore, the value of the chemical

~hielding

tensor will be

dependent on the choice of gauge origin.
A variety of complimentary approaches for overcoming the gauge problem have been develop. One such approach is the gauge-invariant (a.k.a including) atomic orbitab (GIAO) method.
GIAO eliminates the gauge dependence of properties and ensures a uniform description of the
electronic system by making the basis functions explicitly dependent on the magnetic field with
the inclusion of a complex phase factor that refers to the position of the basis function, which is
centered on the nucleus. The wave function is

expre~sed

as

(3.28)

Making the electronic \vave function gauge dependent results in quantum mechanical inner products only containing differences in vector potentials, thereby removing the reference to an absolute
gauge migin. For example, the wave function overlap integrals take the form,

CHAPTER4

First. . principles NMR chemical
shielding methodologies
First-principles chemical shielding calculations have traditionally been done within the embedded cluster approach, using standard quantum chemistry methods (e.g., GAUSSIAN, [28-30],
NWCHEM,

[31] and ACES-IT [32]) with gaussian type orbitals (GTO) [33]. More recently. the

planewave based GIPAW [5] method with periodic boundary conditions (PBC) has provided an
altemative approach.

4.1

Embedded clusters
An embedded cluster model is depicted in Fig. 4.1. Its core consists of atoms, which are

fully treated quantum mechanically (Eq.2.3), with the target atom at its center. These atoms are
referred to as "quantum"' (QM) atoms. The total number of electrons is determined by satisfying
the nominal formal valence of all the QM atoms. For example, the AtB 2 0 1s QM cluster in the
figure thus has a net charge of 14-. So the QM cluster is written as A4 B 2 0 15 14 -. The QM
cluster is embedded in the classical potential due to point charges, pseudopotentials, and, in some
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FIG. 4.1: Illustration of cluster embedding for the 0-centered ~B 2 0 15 quantum atom (QM) cluster
(Sec. 4.1.1), shown for a [110] plane of the ideal perovskite structure. The QM A, B, and 0 atoms are
depicted by filled black, blue and red circles, respectively. In the left panel, the QM atoms are embedded
in point charges,"+" or"-" signs colored coded according to the QM atom they replace in the crystalline
lattice. In the right panel, the boundary 0 QM atoms have had their nearest and next-nearest neighbor
cation point charges replaced by "empty" pseudopotentials (Sec. 4.1.3), indicated by thick large circles,
with corresponding color coding.

cases, an external electric field to cancel surface depolarization effects, as described in following
subsections. The atomic site designations nn and non, used below, denote nearest-neighbor and
next-nearest-neighbor sites, respectively, and are based on the ideal structures. Thus, for example,
the Ti atom in tetragonal P4mm PbTi03 would be regarded as having six nn 0 atoms, despite the
distortion of the Ti06 octahedron. In the actual calculations, the tetragonal distortion results in
two chemically inequivalent Oeq and Oax atoms (Oax lying on the polar axis), which require two
separate embedded cluster calculations.

4.1.1

Quantum cluster

Perovskites
In all the perovskite QM clusters considered in this dissertation that give meaningful results, the target atom is at least fully coordinated with QM atoms located at its nn and nnn sites.
Secondly, the target atom's nn QM atoms are themselves fully coordinated with nn QM atoms.
Finally additional QM atoms are added, as required by ideal crystal symmetry. For example, this
procedure results in a perovskite 21 oxygen center QM-atom cluster: (A4 B 2 0 15 ) 14 -, depicted in
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Fig. 4.1, where A= Sr, Ba, or Pb; B = Ti or Zr. This includes two corner-shared B06 octahedra.
centered on the targeted 0 atom ( 11 0 and 2 B atoms), the target atom's 4 nnn A catiom, and 4
additional 0 atoms, which are also one lattice constant away from the center atom. 65 QM-atom
cluster, (A4B w0 51 ) 51 -, is the (A1B:101 ;,) 14 - cluster with the QM cation atoms fully coordinated
with 0 QM atoms.
Embedded clusters with titanium target atom& con&i sted of either 75 QM atoms. (As Ti 7 0 60 ) 76 -,
or Ill QM atoms, (A8 Th 9 0 81 ) 76 -. where the target Ti atom is fully coordinated with its nn A-site
and B-site

(ba~ed

on ideal perovskite symmetry) cations. These cations are fully coordinated with

their nn 0 QM atoms. The 111-QM atom cluster it, just the 65-QM atom cluster plus the target Ti
atom's nnn B-site cations, which are fully coordinated with nn 0 QM atoms.
Converging the electronic total energy for the larger clusters considered here was challenging
due to the large number of electrons and GTO basis functions used in the calculations. Efficient
DFT convergence was achieved by starting with smaller basis sets, gradually incrementing it in
~uccessive

calculations. Wave functions from a converged calculation were used as the initial

guess for the electronic state of the following calculation. For example, the DFT total energy
convergence in the 111-QM atom ST cluster was achieved by (1) performing a restricted HartreeFock (RHF) calculation with 0, Ti, and Sr having smaller 6-311G, 6-311G, and Stuttgart RSC
1997 DZ GTO basis sets, respectively; (2) the converged wave functions were then input into a
RHF calculation with the 0 atoms having the IGLO-Ili basis set; (3) these converged functions
were inputted into a DFT calculation with the same basis sets; (4) The target Ti atom and theremaining Ti atoms were then given the cc-pwCVTZ-NR and 6-311G(2d,p) basis functions. Finally.
the cc-pwCVQZ-NR was used for the target Ti atom and the chemical shielding was determined.
A total energy convergence tolerance of

w- 6 Hartree (Ha) can be used for all calculations. Upon

completion of the final step, the tolerance can be increased to

w- 8 Ha (program default) for the

chemical shielding calculation.
It should be noted that 21 QM atom clusters were initially considered while they yielded

isotropic chemical shifts that were found to be somewhat fortuitous.

In~pection

of the eigenval-
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FIG. 4.2: Schematic of for the rock salt XO crystal. An 0-centered charged (OX6) 10 + cluster is would
consisting of the center 0 2 - QM atom (red solid spheres) surrounded by its six Mg2+ (blue solid spheres)
nearest neighbors. The cluster is embedded in the crystal environment by surrounding it with a large array
of point charges.

ues associated with the outer Ti cations, showed that their core eigenvalues differed substantially
from the target Ti atom indicating large residual electrostatic shifts that were surmounted by fully
coordinating all cations with QM oxygen anions, as described above.

Rocksalts
The alkaline earth oxides considered here have a rocksalt-sodium chloride structure. Figure 4.2 presents a schematic of an embedded cluster for these crystals. This figure is for a charged
(OX6 ) 10+ QM cluster, where X

= Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba.

The cluster consists of one

o2 -

QM atom

surrounded by its six x2+ nearest neighbors. Larger QM clusters were built by fully coordinating
the outer QM atoms of the smaller cluster. For example, the second XO cluster, (0 19 X6 ) 26 - was
formed by fully coordinating the six x2+ cations of the (OX6 ) 10+ cluster with their nearest neighbor o 2 - anions. This 25 QM atom cluster was extended by fully coordinating the outer eighteen

o2 -

anions with their nearest neighbor x2+ cations to form the (0 19 X 44 ) 50 - QM cluster.
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4.1.2

Madelung potential: point charges

Next, the QM cluster is embedded in the crystal environment by surrounding it with a large
array of point charges. The purpose of the point charges is to better simulate the crystal environment by generating the correct crystalline electrostatic Madelung potential in the QM region. The
correct Madelung potential also plays a key role in stabilizing the

o2 -

ion, as has been shown in

Gordon-Kim [34] type models, [35. 36] where the internal energy of ionic systems is determined
from the energy of overlapping ionic charge densities. The finite point charge distribution is determined using the EWALD program, [37] as follows. In a fir:,t step, EWALD calculates the Madelung
potential with the Ewald method for periodic boundary conditiom (PBC), using nominal ionic
values (e.g.,

Q1 =

-2 and

Q1 =

+2 for 0 2 - and Pb 2 -.-, respectively) for the atoms placed at

crystallographic positions of the targeted system. In a second step, EWALD retains the nearest

0( 104 )

() 1

centered on the target atom, adjusting the values of the outermost

Q to reproduce the
1

Madelung electrostatic potential on and in the vicinity of the QM atoms. In this second step, the
nearest ~ 500 - 750

Q1 are fixed at their nominal values, and. in addition, the net monopole and

dipole moments of the point charge distribution are constrained to vanish.

4.1.3

Boundary compensation via empty pseudopotcntials

To accelerate the convergence of er with respect to the size of the QM cluster, it is advantageous to control the artificial polarization of boundary 0(2p) states. This arises from the strongly
attractive electrostatic potential of neighboring cation point charges for QM oxygen atoms on the
periphery of the cluster. To alleviate this, the nn and nnn cation point charges of boundary 0 atoms
are replaced by "empty" pseudopotentials (ePSP), [38] as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The ePSP is defined as follows: i) it is a large core pseudopotential for the most loosely bound valence electrons
of the corresponding cation (e.g., a Ti4+ PSP); ii) there are no GTO basis functions associated with
this site. The resulting modified cation classical potential simulates the Pauli cation core repulsion, thereby reducing the artificial polarization of boundary 0(2p) states. [38] In the embedded
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21 atom QM cluster discussed above, for example, 26 boundary point charges are replaced by

ePSPs (labeled as A'' orB*), yielding a (A4B20 15 ) 14 - - Ar 6 B] 0 cluster. which is surrounded by
the remaining~ 0(10 4 ) point charges.

4.1.4

Cancellation of electric depolarization fields

Due to the spontaneous electric polarization found in some materials, such as tetragonal
PbTi0 3 . a macrmcopic depolarizing electric field
surface

compen~ating

i~

present in finite samples, in the absence of

charges. Calculations using PBC are implicitly done in zero total macro-

scopic electric field. which automatically excludes surface depolarization
finite siLe clusters, a depolarizing electric field can

ari~e

effect~.

In the present

from a possible net dipole moment, due

to polarization of the quantum mechanical charge density, i.e., from the wave functions of the QM
cluster. The net dipole moment due to the point charges and ePSPs is zero by construction, as discussed above. The resulting depolmizing electric field is removed in the calculation, by applying
an external electric field in the opposite direction. The magnitude of the external field is chosen so
that the force on the central target atom matches that of an all-electron PBC linearized augmented
planewave (LAPW) [39] calculation. In normal equilibrium conditions, using experimentally determined structures, the LAPW forces are usually small, since the theoretical structure is u5.ually
close to that of experiment.

4.2

PBC-GIPAW (pseudo/ all-electron wave functions)
Historically, determining the chemical shielding tensor, 8-, in a periodic system was problem-

atic. The calculation of 8- using perturbation theory (linear response) requires the evaluation of
the position operator expectation value, which is not defined when periodic boundary conditions
(PBC) are used to represent an extended system. Moreover, PBC often employ a plane-wave basis,
which in turn, requires the use of pseudopotentials. This is troublesome since chemical shielding
is largely dependent on the character of the wave function at the nucleus. The pseudopotentials
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remove the core electrons from the atomic potential there by destroying the behavior of the wave
functions at the nucleus. Additionally. modem pseudopotentials are non-local and, until recently,
it was unclear how to deal with a non-local Hamiltonian in a magnetic field.
To overcome these shortcomings, Pickard and Mauri adapted Van de Walle and Blochl's projector augmented wave (PAW) reconstruction method l40] to restore translation invariance in the
presence of a uniform magnetic field. The PAW method can extract all-electron properties from
a pbeudopotential calculation by deriving an all-electron wave function from the pseudowavefunction. In the presence of a magnetic field the PAW approach

i~

not invariant upon a spatial

translation. However, by introducing a magnetic field-dependent pha&e factor, similar to what is
used in the GIAO method, translational invariance is re&tored. Thi& method is referred to as the
gauge including projector augmented wave (GIPAW) [5].
The PBC chemical shielding values reported in this dissertation were performed with the GIPAW functionality of the QuantumESPRESSO (QE) code [41]. These calculations are done in two
&teps. A ground state calculation i& first peiformed. This is followed by a perturbative calculation,
which produces the first order correction to the ground state wave function (Eq.3.2) in the presence of an extemal magnetic field. This calculation uses all-electron like valence wave functions,
which are represented using a PAW basis. The PAW basis is constructed from the all-electron and
pseudowavefunctions during the pseuclopotential generation and kept for later use.
It should be noted that the QE calculations reported here were performed in collaboration with

Dr. Eric J. Walter and since this method is not the focus of this dissertation no detailed discussion
will be presented. However, in the chapters where these results are presented, enough calculations
details will be presented to reproduced the result-;. The reader is referred to reference [5] and the
doctoral dissertation of Dr. Jonathan Yates [42] for an extensive discussion on the GIPAW method.

CHAPTERS

Alkaline earth oxides and the role of
electronic correlation
5.1

Introduction
First-principles techniques have become very successful in predicting nuclear magnetic res-

onance (NMR) chemical shift tensors in solid-state

sy~tems.

When solid-state NMR spectra are

difficult to interpret, theoretical modeling has been able to extract local structural information [7].
Recently, Profeta et al. [43] reported that density functional theory (DFT) within the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) produces inaccurate oxygen isotropic chemical

~hifts

for a group

of compounds containing both oxygen and calcium. Their largest error of 124 ppm was for CaO.
The errors were attributed to GGA inaccurately capturing the 0(2p)-Ca(3d) hybridization. To test
this hypothesis, the d-channel inside the calcium pseudopotential was modified in order to raise the
Ca(3d) energy level with respect to the 0(2p) state. The energy difference was increased until the
calculated oxygen isotropic chemical shift for CaO exactly matched the experimental value. When
this tuned pseudopotential was transferred to other calcium and oxygen containing compounds, the
calculated oxygen isotropic chemical shifts agreed with experiment. However, calculations with
27
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the tuned pseudopotential produce incorrect results for other material properties. For instance, the
larger 0(2p)-Ca(3d) energy level difference inaccurately increases the phonon frequencies due to
a

~maller

dielectric screening, which depends on the electronic 3d transitions [43]. Postemak et

al. showed that a similar alteration of the 0(2p)-cation(nd) energy levels in CaO, SrO and BaO

artificially suppresses the bonding between the 0(2p) and cation(nd) states. Such a modification
produces inaccurate dynamical (Born) effective charge tensors Z* [44].
Recently we found that B3LYP
perovskite

oxide~,

yield~

accurate chemical shift tensors for the ferroelectric

which have a strong 0(:2p)-cation(nd) interaction [7]. Here \Ve e:..amine how

B3LYP performs on the alkaline earth oxide &cries MgO through BaO.

To~scll

calculated the

B3LYP and Hartree Fock (HF) isotropic chemical shifts for MgO. CaO and SrO [45]. The materials were modeled with [OX6(0H)J2] 2 - finite clusters (X = Mg, Ca, Sr). The CaO and SrO
chemical shifts were reported with re<>pect to the MgO isotropic value. These relative differences
were in fair agreement with experiment. Tossell also empha&ized the importance of the cation(nd)
orbitals in the CaO and SrO isotropic chemical shift calculations. Yet, the non-inclusion of the
bulk electrostatic potential and lack of basis set convergence creates some uncertainty in the results. Calculated values can vary as much as 100 ppm with the choice ba&is set, and the largest
basis set was only of double zeta quality.
Here GGA, B3LYP, and HF oxygen isotropic chemical shifts are presented for the alkaline
earth oxide series MgO through BaO using sized converged embedded clusters and converged
site-centered Gaussian type orbitals (GTO). Results will illustrate the accuracy of the embedding
as well as the accuracy of available GTO basis functions. The importance of exact HF exchange is
examined by perfom1ing oxygen chemical shift calculations with a tuned GGA-Hybrid functional.
A limited study of correlation effects was undertaken with second order Moller-Plesset (MP2)
perturbation theory and coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) methods [18, 24, 46] on small
7 atom clusters. Results are discussed in terms of increasing covalency and increasing cation(nd)
orbital diffuseness in the XO crystals with heavier cations.
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5.2

Methodology

5.2.1

QM Cluster Size and Basis Set Convergence

TABLE 5.1: Forces. EFG&, and isotropic chemical shtelding O""o re~ult<, for distorted rocksalt MgO with
\arious MgO embedded clusters .. The EFGs, \1~, (m units of 10 21 V/m 2 ) and the force (In umts of eV/A)
are given for the cluster center Rewlts for Mg- and 0-centered clusters are shown. An asterisk ('") refers
to a ePSP atom (see SectiOn 4.1.3). Cluster forces and EFGs are at the LDA levd of theory and the 0" 1so
ts at the PWY 1-GGA level. The Oxygen basts set ts IGL0-111 ami all ~1g atoms ha\ e cc-pCVTZ basis set
except the outer 3R Mg atoms tn the 63 atom clu~ter. Tho5c outer 38 Mg atoms have the ST0-3G basts 5ct.
GGA-GIPAW IQE and CASTEP) PBE Jesuits arc shown for compamon. LAPW results arc LDA
.

-~-----

Mg06-Mgf 8
Mg1905
0Mg6
01gMg5-Mg3 6
0lql\1g44
QE
CASTEP
LAPW
a
h

------- -

------~--

Mo-b
Force
1fzz
-3.32 -1.28
-2.92 -1.29

------

0
1fz~

Force

aiso

-0.80
-0.75
-0.72

1.42
0.85
1.31

357.5
180.0
189.0
190.2
198.0a /204.5h

-3.12

-1.28

-0.79

1.28

PBC-GIPAW re~ult5 Ref. [47]
PBC-GIPAW re~ult5 Ref. [43]

Successful implementation of the embedded cluster method (Chapter 4) relies on the properties of interest being converged with respect to atomic basis (Unless explicitly stated, all basis
~ets

and

p~eudopotentials

were taken from the EMSL website

(~ee

references within) [33].) as

well as QM atom cluster size. The convergence of the chemical shielding, electric field gradients
(EFGs) [48], and forces were studied on the distorted MgO rocksalt structure (Table 5.1 ). MgO
\vas distm1ed by &;placing the Mg atom 0.5 A from its ideal position along the body diagonal
of its unit cell. MgO, being purely ionic, is ideal for testing the accuracy of the embedding, and
the distorted MgO verifies that the embedding removes any point charge polarization effects. The
all-electron (AE) embedded cluster calculations were performed with the computational package GAUSSIAN [29]. The EFGs and forces were computed using the local density approximation
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(LOA) method [13]. The chemical shielding tensor was determined by the continuou~ set of gauge
transformation (CSGT) method [16, 49] using the PW91 functional form of GGA [50]. The accuracy of thi~ approach was tested by comparing the embedded cluster EFG and force results to
calculations made with the PBC-LAPW approach [39]. Chemical shielding tensors were crosschecked to PBC-GIPAW [5] calculations performed with the QuantumESPRESSO (QE) [41] and

c ASTEP [43. 47] electronic 5tructure packages, which u5ed the PBE GGA functional [51]. Convergence of basis 5et size

wa~

tested for both atoms with 0Mg6 and Mg06 clu:,ters. Convergence

was achieved v,ith Mg and 0 having the AE cc-pCVTZ and IGLO-III basis sets w;pectively.
Both the forces and EFGs calculated with embedded clu::.ter5 compare favorably vvith LAPW (Table 5.1). Even the 7 QM atom Mg center clmter i& in good agreement. The EFG& and isotropic
chemical shielding

0"1 , 0

values are converged with the 25 QM atom 0 centered clmter.

Subsequently, convergence of the 0 isotropic chemical shift (with respect to liquid water)
with respect to basis set size was examined for MgO. CaO, SrO. and BaO with 0-centered, 25
QM atom clusters at the GGA level of theory (Table 5.2). Chemical &hifts between the PW91
and PBE functions are smalJ and differed by no more than 3 ppm (not shown in table). The AE
IGLO-III and cc-pwCVxZ, where x

=D, T, Q, were used for the oxygen QM atoms.

Mg and Ca

QM atoms had the AE cc-pCVxZ basis sets, while both Sr and Ba were represented with small
core pseudopotentials and associated basis sets: Stuttgart RSC 1997 and def2-xZVP. Also. <>hown
is a BaO calculation with the Ba CRENBL pseudopotential and basis set, where the most diffuse
d function exponent was tuned (o,ee below). Table 5.2 shows that the cations with triple zeta
and oxygen with IGLO-III basis sets produce reasonable chemical shift values compared to the
calculations performed with the high quality quadrupole zeta basis. However, in the case of BaO,
the cluster chemical shifts with Ba DZ and TZ basis sets differed substantially from the GIPAW
re&ults. These differences are attributed to these DZ and TZ basis &ets insufficiently treating Ba.
For example, the CRENBL basis set, which adds an additional d-function, produced a comparable
chemical shift to PBC-GIPAW. This is further discussed below.
Chemical &hift convergence with

re~pect

to cluster size is shown in Table 5.2. A comparison
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TABLE 5.2: GGA-PW91 oxygen chemical srufts calculations for 25 quantum atom oxygen centered XO
clusters surrounded by 38 ePSPs, where X = Mg. Ca, Sr, and Ba. Mg and Ca u:;e the all electron ccpCVxZ basis sets While Sr and Ba use the Stuttgart RSC ECP with DZ basis set and the def2 ECP w1th
TZVP basis sets. Oxygen basis sets are cc-pwCVDZ, cc-pwCVTZ, cc-pwCVQZ and IGL0-11l basis sets.
Calculated values arc compared to 63 QM atom clusters and PBC-GIPAW results. QE and CASTEP refers
to GGA-PBE calculation performed with PBC-GlPAW.

0 Ba<;is

X Basis

MgO

CaO

SrO

BaO

OHlX6-X3s 26 - 25 quantum atom cluster

DZ

DZ
TZ

59
56

4 ")
424

493
505

662
663

TZ

DZ
TZ

79
79

454
443

499
511

647
674

QZ

DZ
TZ

8]
82

463
453

511
516

645
663

DZ
TZ
QZ
CRENBLb

79
84
81

466
453
448a

522
517
502

658
664
674
737

501
493d
390

753
732d
629

IGLO-III

.)~

0 1 gX 44 +30 63 quantum atom cluster
IGLO-III

QE
CASTEP
Expf

Dzc
Tzc

69
75

463
461

97
89d / 83e
47

437
444c
294

" Ca basis: cc-pVQZ and total energy converged to 10-6 Ha
GTO d exponent of 0.0527 was changed to 0.1342 (see text)
c 38 ePSP> were replaced by AE Q.\1 atoms. The 14 cations that make up the
oxygen centered conventional cube have the cc-pVxZ basis set while the remainder have the ST0-3G basis set.
d PBC-GJPAW results Ref. [47]. Experiment [52]
(0)= 287.5 ppm was
used mstcad of either theoretically derived value in Ref. [47]
c PBC-GIPAW results Ref. [43]. Experiment [52] (]"~~! (0)= 287.5 ppm was
mcd as the reference mstead of 261.5ppm m Ref. [43]
r Powder results Ref. [53]

b

(]";:!
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of the 25 and 63 MgO and CaO QM atom clusters with oxygen IGLO-III and cation TZ ba~is sets
shows that the oxygen isotropic chemical shift differs

by~

9ppm.

To further confirm that QM atom cluster size and basis set convergence has been achieved,
GGA calculations on MgO, CaO, SrO, and BaO on the 25 QM atom embedded clmters with
oxygen IGLO-III, Mg, Ca, and Sr TZ, and Ba CRENBL basis sets are compared to PBC-GIPAW
results. Table 5.2 reveals that the embedded cluster calculated oxygen isotropic chemical shift
Yalues of 84. 453, 517, 737 ppm for MgO, CaO. SrO, and BaO are in good agreement with the
mean i<>otropic PBC-GlPAW values of 90, 440,497, and 742 ppm.
In light of the Ba basis

~>et

difficultie::., additional &tudie& were undertaken. CSGT

were compared to oxygen chemical

~hifts

result~

computed with the GIAO method. In the infinite basis

set limit, the CSGT and GIAO values should agree. GTO p, d and f functions were added and
removed from the CRENBL basis set. The additional p, d, and f functions had a tendency to
produce basis set linear dependence. The calculations suggest that the inclu5ion/removal of the
diffme Ba(d) function5 mostly affects the GIAO result, while the inclusion/removal of the Ba(f)
function mostly affects the CSGT results. However, the CSGT method consistently produced
chemical shifts closer in agreement to PBC-GIPAW. Agreement between GIAO and CSGT was
achieved by adjusting the mo&t diffused exponent (0.0527-+ 0.1343) of the published CRENBL
basis set so that it produced the lowest electronic energy without yielding linear dependent wave
functions. The CSGT value for this ba~is set (Table 5.2) was within 7 ppm of GIAO. SrO chemical
shifts revealed a similar. yet Jess dramatic behavior. It should be noted that the perov5kite oxygen
chemical shifts did not show such sensitivity to either the Ba or Sr GTO basis sets.

5.2.2

Computational Detai1s

For the remainder of this chapter. all comparisons between experiment and calculated i<>otropic
chemical shifts are made with the 01oX~ 6 - -X38 embedded cluster (Chapter 4) and all GGA calculation will be PW91. All oxygen QM atom<> have the IGLO-III basis set. Mg and Ca have
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the cc-pCVTZ basis set, while Sr and Ba have the def2-TZVP and CRENBL (tuned-d) basis set
I pseudopotential, respectively. The Ca, Sr, and Ba ePSPs are represented by the Stuttgart RLC
pseudopotential and Mg ePSPs are represented by the Mg pseudopotential found in Ref [54].
GGA, B3LYP. tuned-Hybrid (see section 5.2.3) and HF calculations were performed with
SIAN.

GAUS-

and the chemical shift tensor was computed with the CSGT method.

Due to the computational demands of MP2 and CCSD, two simpler QM atom clusters and
somewhat ~maHer basis set<; were employed. The first wa& a (OX 6 ) 10+ embedded cluster. The
0 and Mg QM atoms used the AE cc-pVDZ
RSC pseudopotcntial and
performed with

a~sociated

GAUSSIA::'-1

basi~.

while Ca, Sr and Ba all

u~ed

the Stuttgart

DZ ba~i~ set. GGA, B3LYP. HF and MP2 calculations were

and the chemical shift tensors were computed with GIAO. All CCSD

calculations were performed on a (OX6) 10+ without point charge embedding using

ACES-II

and

the GIAO method. 0, Mg and Ca all had the AE cc-pVTZ basis set while Sr and Ba used the
AE Sadlej pVTZ basis set. The Ba basis set is labeled Ba I in Ref [55]. That article states that
Ba basis set is the same quality as the Sr Sadlej pVTZ. It should be noted that relativity was
not incorporated in these calculations. GGA, B3LYP and HF GIAO chemical shift tensors were
computed for this cluster by GAUSSIAN.

5.2.3

Tuned Hybrid

It is well documented for both molecular and solid-state systems that calculations of the

magnetic shielding tensor is strongly dependent on the type of DFT functional, and especially on
the amount of HF exchange incorporated within the functional [56]. In Table 5.3 we examine the
effects of electronic exchange on the CaO oxygen isotropic chemical shift value by modifying the
PW91 exchange-correlation functional via substituting a percentage of HF exchange for PW91
exchange:
(5.1)
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As the exchange is added, the oxygen isotropic chemical shift decreases and the HOMO-LUMO
gap increases (Table 5.3). As more and more HF exchange is added, the HOMO-LUMO gap
becomes larger than the experimental band gap 7.1 eV [57]. The tuned Hybrid with a= 78.5%
reproduces the experimental chemical shift value of 294 ppm. In the remainder of this Chapter.
"Hybrid" refers to a a= 78.5%. B3LYP refers to its standard definition (Chapter 2 Section 2.2.3).

TABLE 5.3: Chemical shift calculatiOns on an Embedded 01gCa,; - Ca:i 8 clm.ter were perfonned with
variations in the amount of Hf e>.change. Eq. 5.1 describes the tuned hybrid functional. 0 (AE) Ba,is:
IGLO-JIJ: Ca (AE) Basis: cc-pCYTZ

Method
GGA
50.0%HF
78.0%HF
78.5%HF
80.0%HF
83.0%HF
HF
B3LYP

ppm
453
358
295
294
290
283
232
395

Homo-Lumo
eV
4.22
8.58
10.64
10.67
10.90
10.97
11.01
5.70

Ex pt.

294

7.1 eV

5tso

5.3

Results
The GGA, B3LYP, tuned Hybrid, HF, and experiment oxygen isotropic chemical shift values

for the alkaline earth oxide series MgO through BaO are presented in Table 5.4. The computed
MgO values for ail four the01ies ail fall within 37 ppm of experiment. In the cases of CaO, SrO
and BaO, GGA produces chemical shift enors of 159, 127. and 108 ppm respectively. While
B3LYP's CaO and SrO deviations from experiment are smaller than GGA. the 101 and 76 ppm
differences are still substantial. MgO, CaO and SrO isotropic chemical shifts calculated with the
tuned Hybrid have no greater than 8 ppm eJTor with experiment. For both systems, HF produces
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u;s"! (

TABLE 5 4 CalculatiOns of 17 0 Isotropic chemical sh11ts In ppm (relatJve to hqmd water.
0)=
287 Sppm) 019Xu-X~~. v.here X = Mg. Ca, Sr, Ba were used for these calculatiOns 0, Mg. Ca, Sr,
and Ba ba~1s sets are IGLO-lll (AE), cc-pCVTZ (AE). cc-pCVTZ (AE), def2-TZVP (pseudopotentJal) and
CRENBL-~d (pseudopotent1al) respectiVely The numbers m parentheses are the theory-exp differences

GGA
(37)
84
453 (159)
517 (127)
737 (108)

MgO
CaO
SrO
BaO
a

B3LYP
(16)
63
395 ( l 01)
(76)
466
(41)
670

Hybrid
(-8)
39
(0)
294
(6)
396
584 (-45)

14
232
327
495

HF
(-33)
(-62)
(-63)
(-134)

Expa
47
294
390
629

Pm\dct results Ref [51]

TABLE 55 OX~o~ embedded cluster, vanous levels of theory , Gaussmn98-03 calculatwm. of 17 0
rsotroprc chemical shifts Ill ppm (telatiVC to hqmd v.atcr) ox~O+ . v.hcre X= Mg, Ca, Sr. Ba \\ere used
for these calculations 0 and :vJg have the cc-pVDZ (AE) bas1~ set, whtle Ca. Sr. and Ba have the Stuttgart
RSC p<;eudopotential with DZ has1~ set The numbe1s m parenthese<; me the theory-MP2 dttfeJenee<,

GGA
(11)
-104
(184)
279
(134)
292
414
(101)

MgO
CaO
SrO
BaO

chemical

~hift value~

MgO and CaO, but

B3LYP
(11)
-104
(152)
247
(124)
282
(112)
425

HF
-101
135
203
337

(14)
(40)
(45)
(24)

MP2
-115
95
158
313

that are within 63 ppm of experiment. However in BaO, HF

&how~ increa~>ingly

The HF chemical

~hifts

doe~

well for

larger discrepancies for SrO and BaO.

of CaO and SrO relative to MgO in Table 5.4 are 9 and 8 ppm greater

than tho<>e reported by Tos<;ell. The corresponding B3LYP values for CaO and SrO are 31 and 37
ppm larger than Tos~ell'~
in ba<;IS &Ize

set~,

value~.

We attribute di&crepancie~ between the two studies to difference&

clm,ter size, and embedding.

MP2 oxygen isotropic chemical shift<> are compared to values computed with GGA. B3LYP,
and HF on 7 QM atom embedded clusters in Table 5.5. The GGA, B3LYP, and HF calculated
chemical

shift~

for MgO all differ from MP2 by no more than 14 ppm. The GGA and B3LYP

results for CaO, SrO, and BaO deviate from MP2 by more than 100 ppm. HF produces chemical
shift differences with MP2 of 40. 45, and 24 ppm respectively. We note that correlated calculations
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TABLE 5.6: OX~ 0 + NO embcddmg, vanous levels of theory , Gaussian98 for HF, B3LYP. and GOA.
ACES~ II: MP2 and CCSD: calculallons of 17 0 isotropic chemical shifts in ppm (relative to liqUJd water).
OX~ 0 + , where X= Mg. Ca, Sr. Ba were mcd for these calculations. 0, Mg, and Ca having the cc~pVTZ
(A E) basis set, while Sr, and Ba have the SadlcJ pVTZ (AE) basis sets. The numbers in parenthcse~ arc the
thcory~CCSD differences.

MgO
CaO
SrO
BaO

B3LYP
(5)
-88
242 ( 112)
277 (115)
519 (169)

GGA
~89
(4)
263 (133)
294 (132)
535 ( 185)

HF
-87
159
208
403

(7)
(29)
(46)
(53)

MP2
( -2)
-96
( -5)
125
!52 (-10)
(0)
350

CCSD
-94
130
162
350

--------

convcrg<: more :>lowly with basis '>Ct quality than do DFT, HF, or hybrid calculations. We did not
systematically study this.
CCSD oxygen isotropic chemical shifts are compared to values computed with GGA, B3LYP,
HF, and MP2 on 7 atom QM clusters without any point charge embedding in Table 5.6. CCSD
and MP2 differ by at

mo~t

I 0 ppm for all four crystals. GGA, B3LYP, and HF produce chemical

shifts for MgO that deviate from CCSD by at most 7 ppm. CaO and SrO both have GGA-CCSD
and B3LYP-CCSD difference of'::::::' 132 ppm and'::::::' 113 ppm re-;pectively. Both crystals have HF
chemical shifts that are separated from CCSD by '::::::' 29 ppm and '::::::' 46 ppm respectively. In the
case of BaO, GGA and B3LYP deviations from CCSD are much larger than in any of the other
crystals. HF is closer to CCSD, but produces a difference of 53 ppm that is much larger than in the
other crystals. Since the calculations performed on these clusters have no inclusion of relativity,
the BaO results cannot be given much weighting.

5.4

Discussion
Posternak et al. [44] stressed the importance of the cation(nd) orbital in the alkaline earth

oxide bonding. Interactions between the 0(2p) and cation(nd) orbitals are responsible for the
anomalous BECs [44]. Table 5.7 contains Z* computed by Posternak and coworkers. MgO,
which as no 0(2p)-cation(nd) interaction is ionic, as indicated by Z* being very close to the nom-
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TABLE 5.7: LDA and
taken from Ref [44]

mea~ured

MgO
CaO
SrO
BaO

Born Effective Charges. Both calculated and experimental values arc

Theory
1.98
2.35
2.44
2.72

Ex pt.
1.96/2.02
2.26/2.30
2.34/2.47
2.69/2.97

inal charge value of 2+. In this case, the chemical shift5 computed by GGA, B3LYP and HF
are all in similar agreement with experiment. For the heavier

atom~

in Table 5.7. the cation(nd)

orbitah (Ca(3d), Sr(4d). Ba(5d)) become more diffuse and Z* increases, indicating more covaIeney. The increase in the BEC indicates a stronger covalency in the bonding. In the weakly
covalent bonded systems of CaO and SrO the chemical shifts computed by GGA and B3LYP are
in poor agreement. HF, which has only exact exchange and no electronic correlation, produces
oxygen chemical shifts that are more accurate than GGA or B3LYP. This implies that electronic
correlation has a small effect on the CaO and SrO oxygen chemical shift calculations and GGA
overestimates the correlation effect5. The importance of exact exchange is supported by the fact
that B3LYP. which incorporates 20% HF exchange in its functional, produces chemical shifts that
are closer to experiment than GGA for all materials. In BaO, the HF failure, slight GGA improvement, and drastic B3LYP improvement indicate that correlation plays a larger role. GGA's
improvement and B3LYP success in BaO is not totally surprising because the Ba(5d) orbital is
more delocalized and GGA exchange-correlation functional is determined from the free electron
gas, where the electron density is homogeneous. This is consistent with oxygen chemical shifts
in ferroelectric perovskites [7]. In these systems, the oxygen chemical shift depends strongly on
the oxygen interaction with its nearest neighb01ing titanium or zirconium cation. Ti, Zr, and other
transition metal ions and 0 have large anomalous Z*'s, and DFT does better than in the more ionic
XO systems than BaO.
The effects of adding electron correlation to HF were examined by performing explicitly cor-
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related MP2 calculations. Due to the computational intensiveness of MP2, the embedded cluster
model had to be simplified to a

sy~tem

of 7 QM atoms embedded in point charges. The (GGA-

MP2) difference trends are similar to the converge cluster (GGA-Expt.) differences for MgO,
CaO, and SrO. But the addition of electronic correlation (HF-MP2) to HF has a small effect on
the chemical shift. These results are consistent with what is observed in the sized converged
clusters. However, in BaO, the addition of electronic con-elation to HF docs not yield a result
clo~er

to B3LYP. This could be due to inadequate treatment of the Ba

ba~is ~et

(Section 5.2.1 ).

It is abo conceivable that accurate MP2 chemical shift calculations require larger correlation consistent GTO basis

set~

for all the QM atoms, as mentioned. Unfortunately, a systemic basis set

study is currently infeasible because of the computational demands TZ and QZ ba~is sets and the
unavailability of ~uch basis sets for both Sr and Ba atoms.
We also can-ied out similar CCSD calculations. Due to computational limitations. nonrelativistic all electron calculations were performed on 7 QM clusters without point charge embedding. When comparing these results to the 7 QM atom embedded cluster

result~,

it must be

kept in mind that the QM atoms not only experience different electro~tatic potentials, but different
basis sets were employed. Even with these two changes. the two systems produce &imilar chemical
shifts for MgO, CaO and SrO with the GGA, B3LYP, and HF theories. The MP2 values differ by
at most 30 ppm. For MgO, CCSD oxygen

i~otropic

chemical shifts are quite similar to the other

theoretical values. For CaO and SrO, the differences with GGA. B3LYP, and HF are consistent
with the 7 QM atom embedded cluster results. The CCSD results for BaO were inconclusive due
to competing errors due to

relativi~tic

and electronic correlation effects.

Due to the success in accurately calculating a large number of molecular properties with
CCSD, it would be interesting to see what oxygen isotropic chemical shifts CCSD would produce
for the (0 19 X 6 ) 26 - embedded clusters with correlation consistent TZ ba~is sets on all of the QM
atoms and relativistic pseudopotentials for Sr and Ba. If the 0(2p)-cation(nd) interaction is the
reason for the inconsistent results though the series, it would be sufficient to perfom1 a frozen core
calculation with all occupied orbitals frozen except the 0(2p). Unfortunately, to the best of our
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knowledge, no current electric structure package incorporates all the necessary features.

5.5

Summary
We presented GGA, B3LYP, and HF oxygen isotropic chemical shifts for the alkaline earth

oxide series MgO through BaO using sized converged embedded clusters and converged sitecentered Gaussian basis sets. This investigation studied why GGA does poorly in CaO, as well
as in SrO. We found that B3LYP does well in MgO where there are no d-orbitals and in BaO
where the Ba(5d) is more diffuse than the Ca(3d) or Sr(4d). It is also interesting to note that
B3LYP is accurate in perovskites where there exists a large p-d covalency. However, in CaO and
SrO, B3LYP does better than GGA, but it still has large errors. The effects of exact exchange
and electron con-elation were investigated with the tuned Hybrid functional, MP2 and CCSD.
The tuned (CaO) exact exchange Hybrid improves the SrO result, but over conects BaO. MP2
calculations for MgO, CaO and SrO suggest that electronic correlation is less important than exact
exchange. CCSD results support this finding. However, the BaO results are inconclusive. The
large BaO cluster B3LYP agreement with experiment suggest that exact exchange is less important
than electronic con-elation. However, the minimal cluster MP2 suggests the opposite.

CHAPTER6

High sensitivity of 170 NMR to p-d
hybridization in transition metal
perovskites: first principles calculations
of large anisotropic chemical shielding
Note: Reprinted with permission from DanielL Pechkis, Eric J. Walter. and Henry Krakauer,
J. Chern. Phys. 131, 184511 (2009). Copyright 2009, American Institute of Physics.

6.1

Introduction
Due to their reversible polarization and strong electro-mechanical coupling, ferroelectric per-

ovskite oxides are key components in many electronic and mechanical devices such as sensors,
actuators, and random access memory [1]. The largest piezoelectric response occurs when competing structural instabilities are present [3], so that the local structure depends sensitively on
strain, external fields, and chemical composition, as for example, near the morphotropic phase
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boundary near x

=

1/2 in Pb(Zr1-:r Tix)03 (PZT). Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) can be

an important probe of local structure, and NMR has increasingly been used to study complex ferroelectric

alloy~

[6, 58, 59]. First-principles calculations of NMR properites are likely to play an

important role in helping to interpret complex measured spectra.
A material's characteristic NMR spectra is determined by the coupling of the nuclear magnetic dipole and clcctiic quadrupole moments with the local magnetic field and with the electric
field gradients (EFG), respectively [48]. The chemical

~hielding

tensor, &,

determine~

the local

magnetic field at a nucleus

B =- (1- &)Bcxt·
where the induced field Bmd

=

(6.1)

-& Bext arises from electronic screening currents. Theoretical

determination of the chemical shielding tensor, &, is more subtle than the EFGs, since the latter
depend only on the ground state charge density. Linear response methods have long been used to
calculate & for isolated molecules and clusters [18, 60-65]. In extended systems complications
arise due to the use of periodic boundary conditions (PBC), [5, 66. 67] and implementations have
been limited to planewave-based methods. Recently, an alternative to the linear response method
has been proposed based on calculations of the orbital magnetization [68-71 ]. If this approach
proves successful. calculations of & could be implemented in other standard band structure codes.
including all-electron methods [70].
Calculations of & in crystals and extended systems have largely used finite-size clusters, due
to the lack of generally available PBC computer codes with NMR functionality. Accurate results can be obtained with this approach if the screening currents are sufficiently localized ncar
the target nucleus, and if its local environment is adequately modeled by the cluster. Embedded
cluster techniques have been

succe~sfully

used in crystals and macromolecules to obtain nuclear

quadrupole resonance spectrum, ligand to metal charge transfer excitations, photoemission, electric field gradients. and hyperfine coupling in high Tc superconductors [72-75].
Such

calculation~

have generally used standard all-electron quantum (QM) chemistry meth-
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od~.

which are widely available in many QM chemistry computer programs, such as GAUSSIAN

[28, 29]. These methods are very mature and can calculate IJ with a range of approximations, using
well tested Gaussian type orbital (GTO) basis sets [33]. In

increa~ing

order of computational cost,

these methods range from mean-field type [density functional theory (DFT), Hartree Fock (HF).
and hybrid methods] to correlated approximations [such as second-order Moller-Plesset (MP2)
perturbation and coupled cluster (CC) methods] [18, 24. 46]. The present clu~ter calculations exploit this flexibility to calculate chemical shieldings, comparing DFT/GGA, restricted HF (RHF).
and hybrid-DFT/B3LYP calculatiom. Currently, only LDA and GGA DFT approximations are
available for NMR calculations in PBC methods.
For covalently bonded

~ystems, clu~ter

calculatiom typically use hydrogen atoms to tenni-

nate dangling bonds at the cluster surface [60]. Instead, we use point charge embedding [37] to
model the long range Coulomb interactions in the

ABO~l

materials studied here. Additional tech-

niques arc also u&ed to better handle the polarizable character of the large 0 2 - anion and also to
control surface depolarization effects.
In this chapter, we show that the embedded cluster approach can yield accurate oxygen

(J

for transition metal perovskites. The focus is on four prototypical materiah: BaTi03, SrTi03,
PbTi03 and PbZr03. Strong covalency between the 0 and transition metal B atoms (and between
the A and 0 atoms in Pb based materials) delicately balance ionic electro~tatic interactions in these
materials and related alloys. resulting in a wide variety of interesting and technologically important properties. The classic ferroelectric material BaTi03 exhibits three reversible temperature
dependent ferroelectric phases. SrTi03 is a key constituent in superlattice

~tructures

with novel

material properties [3]. PbTi03 is the prototypical Pb based ferroelectric. The strong covalency
of Pb on the A-site i& responsible for the large
ilar role in large electromechanical

re~ponse

c/a =

1.065 ratio in PbTi03, and it plays a &im-

of relaxor ferroelectrics such as PMN [76]. PbZr03

adopts a complicated non-polar antiferrodistortive structure with five chemically inequivalent 0
sites, which our calculations reproduce. PbZr0:3 is also of the end-point compounds. together with
PbTi03, of the PZT solid solution series.
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The chapter is organized as follows. The theoretical approach is described in Sec. 6.2. Calculated results for AB0;3 systems are presented in Sec. 6.3, and an analysis of the results is presented
in Sec. 6.4. Finally, we summarize and conclude in Sec. 6.5.

6.2

Theoretical Approach
After briefly reviewing f5 conventions, the construction of embedded clusters for ionic mate-

rials is described. Finally, we describe the QM chemistry methods and GTO basis sets med in the
calculations.

6.2.1

Chemical shielding tensor

The chemical shielding tensor f5 [Eq. (6.1)] is a mixed second derivative of the ground state
energy with respect to the applied magnetic field and nuclear magnetic moment ll8]. As such, it
is an asymmetric second rank tensor with nine independent components in general, although its
symmetry can be higher, depending on the site symmetry of the target nucleus [19]. The antisymmetric part of f5 contributes negligibly to the NMR resonance frequency shift, since it enters
only in second order, [20, 21] although it can contribute to relaxation [22]. The symmetric part
can always be diagonalized, and the NMR frequency is determined by the following combinations
of its principal axis components [23]

ITiso
ITax

=

t

= ~ (ITxx + ITyy + IT zz) = ~ Tr (}
(21Tzz- ITxx- ITyy)
ITaniso

where ITiso,

ITax.

this chapter,

ITzz

=

~

= ~ (IT yy - ITXX)

(ITz;;- ITiso)

(6.2)

,

and ITanbo are the isotropic, uniaxial, and anisotropic components, respectively. In
is chosen to correspond to the principal axis that is most nearly along the B-0-B

bond direction.
Positive value~ of IT are conventionally denoted as shielding the external field, while negative
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element~

are referred to as deshielding [see Eq. (7.1)]. Measurements of fr are usually reported

with with respect to a reference compound, where the chemical shift tensor is defined a<> [24]

K=

U

6.2.2

-

(,(J

-

ref) "

(JISO

(6.3)

Embedded clusters

An embedded clu&ter model is depicted in Fig. 6.1. Its core comi&ts of real, or "QM.. atoms,
with the target 0 atom at its center. The total number of electron& i& determined by &ati&fying the
nominal formal valence of all the QM atoms. The A4B201s QM cluster in the figure thus has a
net charge of -14. The QM cluster is embedded in the classical potential due to point charges.
p&eudopotentials, and, in some ca&e&, an external electric field to cancel &urface depolarization
effects, as described in following subsections. The atomic site designations nn and nnn. used
below, denote nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor sites, respectively. and are based on the
ideal structures. Thus, for example, the Ti atom in tetragonal P4mm PbTiOa would be regarded as
having sb. nn 0 atoms. despite the distortion of the TiOr. octahedron. In the actual calculations,
the tetragonal distortion results in two chemically inequivalent Oeq and Oax atoms (Oax lying on
the polar axis), which require two separate embedded cluster calculations.

Quantum cluster
In all the QM clusters considered in this chapter, the target oxygen atom is fully coordinated
with QM atoms located at its nn and nnn sites. Secondly, the target atom ·s nn QM atoms are themselves fully coordinated with nn QM atoms. Finally additional QM atoms are added, as required
by ideal perovskite &ymmetry. Thi& procedure result& in a 21 QM-atom cluster: (AtB20 15 ) 14 -,
depicted in Fig. 6.1, where A= Sr, Ba, or Pb; B = Ti or Zr. This includes two comer-&hared
B06 octahedra, centered on the targeted 0 atom (11 0 and 2 B atoms), the target atom's 4 nnn A

cations, and 4 additional 0 atoms, which are also one lattice constant away from the center atom.
Tests with larger QM clusters were used to estimate convergence of the chemical shielding tensor
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FIG. 6.1: Illustration of cluster embedding for the 0-centered A4 B 2 0 15 quantum atom (QM) cluster
(Sec. 6.2.2), shown for a [110] plane of the ideal perovskite structure. The QM A, B, and 0 atoms are
depicted by filled black, blue and red circles, respectively. In the left panel, the QM atoms are embedded
in point charges,"+" or"-" signs colored coded according to the QM atom they replace in the crystalline
lattice. In the right panel, the boundary 0 QM atoms have had their nearest and next-nearest neighbor
cation point charges replaced by "empty" pseudopotentials (Sec. 6.2.2), indicated by thick large circles,
with corresponding color coding.

with respect to cluster size, as discussed in Sec. 6.2.3.

Madelung potential: point charges

Next, the QM cluster is embedded in the crystal environment by surrounding it with a large
array of point charges. The purpose of the point charges is to better simulate the crystal environment by generating the correct crystalline electrostatic Madelung potential in the QM region. The
correct Madelung potential also plays a key role in stabilizing the 0 2 - ion, as has been shown
in Gordon-Kim [34] type models, [35, 36] where the internal energy of ionic systems is determined from the energy of overlapping ionic charge densities. The finite point charge distribution
is determined using the

EWALD

program, [37] as follows. In a first step,

EWALD

calculates the

Madelung potential with the Ewald method for PBC, using nominal ionic values (e.g.,
and Qi

= +2 for o 2-

Qi = -2

and Pb 2+, respectively) for the atoms placed at crystallographic positions of

the targeted system. In a second step, EWALD retains the nearest 0(104 )
atom, adjusting the values of the outermost

Qi centered on the target

Qi to reproduce the Madelung electrostatic potential

on and in the vicinity of the QM atoms. In this second step, the nearest c::= 500 - 750

Qi are fixed
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at their nominal values. and, in addition, the net monopole and dipole moments of the point charge
distribution are constrained to vanish.

Boundary compensation via empty pseudopotentials
To accelerate the convergence of (r with respect to the size of the QM cluster, it i<> advantageous to control the artificial polarization of boundary 0(2p) states. This arises from the strongly
attractive electrostatic potential of neighboring cation point charges for QM oxygen atoms on the
periphery of the clu<;ter. To alleviate this, the nn and nnn cation point charges of boundary 0 atoms
arc replaced by ''empty" pseudopotential'> (ePSP) [38]. as illu<>tratcd in Fig. 6.1. The ePSP is defined as follows: i) it i'> a large core pseudopotential for the most loosely bound valence electrons
of the corresponding cation (e.g., a Ti4+ PSP); ii) there are no GTO basis functions a<>sociated with
this site. The resulting modified cation classical potential simulates the Pauli cation core repulsion, thereby reducing the artificial polarization of boundary 0(2p) states [38]. In the embedded
21 atom QM cluster discussed above, for example. 26 boundary point charges are replaced by
ePSPs (labeled as A* orB*). yielding a (A4B2015) 11 -- A! 6 Bi 0 cluster, which is suJTounded by
the remaining:::: 0(1 04) point charges.

Cancellation of electric depolarization fields
Due to the spontaneous electric polarization found in some materials, such as tetragonal
PbTi03, a macroscopic depolarizing electric field is present in finite samples, in the absence of
surface compensating charges. Calculations using PBC are implicitly done in zero total macroscopic electric field, which automatically excludes surface depolarization effects. In the present
finite size clusters, a depolarizing electric field can arise from a possible net dipole moment, due
to polarization of the QM charge density, i.e., from the wave functions of the QM cluster. The net
dipole moment due to the point charges and ePSPs is zero by construction, as discussed above.
The resulting depolarizing electric field is removed in the calculation, by applying an external electric field in the opposite direction. The magnitude of the external field is chosen so that the force
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on the central target atom matches that of an all-electron PBC linearized augmented planewave
(LAPW) [39] calculation. In nom1al equilibrium conditions, using experimentally determined
structures, the LAPW forces are usually small, since the theoretical structure is usually close to
that of experiment.

6.2.3

Calculational details

The embedded cluster calculations were performed with the

GAUSSIAN

computational pack-

age [28, 29]. The chemical shielding tensor was determined using the continuous
tran~formations

~et

of gauge

(CSGT) method [16, 49]. The gauge-independent atomic orbital (GIAO) method

[77] was also u5ed for comparison in some cases. The gauge origin in GIAO is at the target
atom, yielding a useful decomposition into diamagnetic and paramagnetic components, as discussed further below and in the next Section. We did not include a surface dependent magnetic
depolarization contribution to

Oiso•

which depends on the magnetic susceptibility [78, 79].

Calculations were done using the DFT hybrid B3LYP [10], as well as the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), using the PW91 form [50]. The B3LYP calculations were found to
yield generally better agreement with experiment (Sec. 6.3) than GGA. Site-centered GTO basis
functions were associated with all the QM atoms. All-electron treatments were used for the 0 and
Ti atoms, while the other QM atoms were represented using scalar-relativistic small core (RSC)
pseudopotentials [also called effective core potentials (ECPs)]. All basis sets and ECPs listed below were taken from the EMSL website [33]. 0-centered (A4B20 1:;) 14 - QM clusters were used
in the calculations, suitably embedded with point charges and ePSPs, as discussed in Sec. 6.2.2).
Test calculations for larger clusters were used to check size convergence, as discussed at the end
of this section.
The RSC ECPs for the QM atoms were Sr(28), Zr(28), Ba(46), Pb (60), where the number
of core electrons is shown in parenthesis. These pseudopotentials are generally specified by the
same label as their associated basis sets listed below, except where otherwise indicated. For ePSPs
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(Sec. 6.2.2), which have no associated GTOs, scalar-relativistic large core (RLC) ECPs were used
as follows: CRENBS RLC for Ti(18) and Zr(36); Stuttgart RLC for Sr(36) and Ba(54). [The Ba
ePSP was also used for the Pb ePSP atoms, because we could not find a large core Pb 2 + quantum
chemistry type pseudopotential in the standard databases.] The following GTO basis sets were
found to give well-converged results: O(IGLO-III), Ti(cc-pwCVTZ-NR), Zr(cc-pwCVTZ-PP),
and Pb(cc-pVTZ-PP). For the Sr and Ba atoms, the associated Stuttgart RSC 1997 basis sets were
used. The correlation consistent basis sets were employed in this study, because thi'> basis function
series facilitates a systematic study of chemical shift convergence with respect to basis set size.
(We could not find coiTclation consistent ba<>is set<> for Sr and Ba.) The O(IGLO-IH) basis set
was used, because it was specifically designed for magnetic property calculations. In convergence
tests, we found that it had quadruple-( (QZ) accuracy even though it has fewer basis functions.
In SrTiOa, for example, B3LYP CSGT principle value components calculated with the aforementioned basis sets differed by no more than 10 ppm from results calculated with the 0( ccpwCVQZ), Ti (cc-pwCVQZ-NR), and Sr (def2-QZVP) basis sets, while 5;80 differed by only
~

8 ppm. In PbTi0:3, changing the Pb basis set from DZ to TZ changed 5; 80 by less than 10 ppm.

while the difference between inequivalent 0 sites changed by le1.s than 4 ppm. These results are
consistent with calculations for SrTi03, using two different gauge methods. shown in Table 6.1,
where, in the infinite basis set limit, the CSGT and GIAO values should agree. The individual
B3LYP components,
u;80

O'xx =

O'yy

and

O'zz,

are seen to differ by 3 and 26 ppm, respectively, while

differs by only 6 ppm.
Size convergence errors of about 30 ppm in the absolute value of the chemical shieldings

were estimated from calculations on larger clusters, using the above basis sets. In SrTiOa, for
example, increasing the 0-centered cluster size from the Sr4Ti20 1s (21 atoms) to Sr4Tiw047 (61
atoms) changed the RHF, B3LYP, and PW91

u;60

by -13. -27, and -25 ppm, respectively, while

individual principal values changed by less than 16, 30, and 37 ppm. These test calculations used
large core Ti pseudopotentials for the additional Ti atoms.
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6.3

Results
Calculated chemical shielding results for the prototypical perovskites SrTi03, BaTi03, PbTi0 3

and PbZr03 are presented and compared to

17

0 NMR single crystal and powder spectra chemical

shift measurement& in this section. Calculations were performed for embedded clusters corresponding to the following
[80]

wa~

~tructural parameter~.

For cubic SrTi03, the lattice parameter of Ref.

used. BaTiOJ cubic and tetragonal P4mm structures were taken from Ref. [81]; rhom-

bohedral R3m from Ref. [82]. The PbTi03 tetragonal P4mm structure was taken from Ref. [83].
For PbZrO:'l· which has a complicated Pbam unit cell containing eight formula units. experimental
lattice parameter~ from neutron scattering measurements were used together with internal coordinates determined from first principles calculations L84]. All calculations were carried out using the
embedded cluster approach de&cribed in Sec. 6.2, using the hybrid B3LYP exchange-correlation
functional. In some cases RHF and GGA/PW91 results are repmted for comparison.
Table 6.1 presents our calculated results for the p1incipal values of the symmetrized chemical
shielding tensor a. (The asymmetry in the chemical shielding tensors was less than 0.5 ppm; see
Sec. 6.2.1.) The principal axis frame of the target 0 atom is indicated by x, y, z, where the :::<Lxis is always identified with the local B-0-B direction. This is exact in the cubic and tetragonal
crystals. For lower 0-site symmetry, the z-axis well approximates the quasilinear B-0-B bond in
all the structures considered here.
A striking feature in Table 6.1 is the large

Un C:::'

u 1111

vs.

Uzz

anisotropy of the principal

values for each case, with two large negative (deshielded) principal values and one considerably
smaller positive (shielded)

Uz::.

principal value. The 0 atoms have their highest site-symmetry in

the cubic crystals, resulting in an exact two-fold

Uxx

= u 1111 degeneracy. For lower !>ymmetry

cases, the degeneracy is lifted, but the splitting remains small in most cases; the largest splitting
is 65 ppm for the 01-4g site in PbZr03. As shown by the GIAO calculations for SrTi03, the
anisotropy arises from the paramagnetic components. We note that the GIAO diamagnetic components in SrTi03 differ by only

C:::'

50 ppm from that of the the isolated, purely diamagnetic, 0 2 -
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TABLE 6.1: Calculated oxygen chemical shielding principal values (in ppm) for SrTi0 3 • BaTiO~, PbTi0 3
and PbZr0 3. In all cases, "z" denotes the principal axis that is most closely along the B-0 bond direction.
Unless otherwise indicated. the CSGT gauge method was used, with B3LYP for exchange and correlation.
For some cases. GGA results arc given in parenthesis. RHF and G!AO gauge method B3LYP results are
given for SrTi0 3 . GJAO results for the isolated diamagnetic 0 2 - atom are also shown. See the text for a
discussion of the fake SrTi03 calculation. For PbZr0 3 • we adopt the site labeling convention of Ref. [::14];
the O(i) site notation of Ref. [4] is also given in brackets.

(JXJ"

CTyy

SrTi03(cubic)
-343 (-353) -343 (-353)
347
347
-694
-694
-347
-347

GTAO diamag.
GIAO paramag.
GIAO total

azz

90 ( 46)
371
-255
116

a~-

-134
410

-134
410

201
410

fake calculation
GIAO diamag.
GIAO paramag.
GIAO total

397
-228
169

397
-228
169

448
-262
186

BaTi03
-413 (-414)
-505 (-480)
-401 (-407)
-423(-416)

-413 (-414)
-505 (-480)
-353 (-355)
-412 (-406)

97 (49)
116(70)
87 (40)
97 (51)

PbTi03(P4mm)
Oax -608 (-562) -608 (-562)
Oeq -263 (-286) -219(-228)

163 (123)
13 (-32)

PbZr03(Pbam)
-172 (-197) -107 (-130)
-132 (-158) -104 (-126)
-147 (-171) -139 (-162)
-93 (-118)
-64 ( -90)
-251 (-269) -223 (-239)

85 ( 48)
77 ( 40)
100 ( 64)
62 ( 26)
175 (136)

RHF

cubic
P4mm
R3m

01-4g [0(1)]
01, -4g [0(2)]
02-8i [0(3)]
03-4f [0(4)]a
04-4e [0(5)]
a

Oax
Oeq

1\otc: our calculations suggest that the assignment of the 03-4ff0(4)l
and 04-4c[0(5)] peaks should he reversed in Ref. [4], as done here.
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atom.

TABLE 6.2: Compari~on between calculated and measured single crystal and powder spectra 17 0 chemical
shifts (in ppm) for BaTi03 and SrTi03. Calculated isotropic shifts <\so and uniaxial components Oax are
derived from Table 6.1. referenced to liquid water. crj~gter = 287..') ppm (Ref. [52]). Calculated values are
fi"<lln B3LYP (GGA values are in parenthesis), and RHF results are also ~hown for SrTi0 3.

b'ax
Theory

Ex pt.

Theory

Ex pt.

486 (507)
310

467 ±sa, 46Sb

-144 (-132)
-112

-J3S.3±S3

S30 (547)

S46 ±sa
S70 ±sa, 553c, 564d
S20±Sa,S30c,S23d

-170 (-1S4)
-207 (-183)
-155 (-140)

-150 ± F
-171 ±]a
-142 ± 1a

SrTi03
cubic
cubic RHF
------

BaTi03
cubic
P4mm

a
h

c
d

Oax
O,q

S85 (S84)
S10 (S28)

Single crystal experimental values are from Ref. 185 J
Powder results Ref. 1861
Powder results Ref. [87]
Powder results Ref. [88]

In the fake SrTi03 calculation, where d-like (£ = 2) Ti-centered GTO basis functions were
deliberately excluded from the calculation, the large :c, y vs. z anisotropy is absent. The fake
diamagnetic values are closer to the atomic o2 - shielding, and the paramagnetic contributions are
close to isotropic. The ;r, y vs. z anisotropy of the calculated principal values and its relation to
0(2p) hybridization with the B-atom d-states is analyzed in Sec. 6.4.1.
Table 6.2 compares the results for SrTi03 and BaTi03 in Table 6.1 with recent single crystal measurements [85] and with earlier powder spectrum measurements of the isotropic shifts.
Isotropic and uniaxial components of the chemical shift tensors are given, where ba."

=

( Ozz

-

biso)/2, using Eq. (7.2). In SrTi0:3, the calculated biso and Oax differ from experiment by~ 20
ppm and~ 9 ppm respectively. In BaTi03, Oiso calculated and experiment values differ by at most
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16 ppm.
Table 6.3 compares the results for PbTi03 and PbZr03 isotropic shifts

biso

(derived from

Table 6.1) with well resolved measured powder spectra [4]. For both systems, the calculated results
differ from experiment by no more than 21 ppm, with an average discrepancy of approximately 10
ppm. Differences of relative shifts between chemical sites are smaller in most cases. For example,
in tetragonal PbTi03 the calculated B3LYP splitting between the two inequivalent 0 sites is ce:: 200
ppm, in good agreement with measured powder spectra [4].
TABLE 6.3: Compari<;on between calculated and cxpcnmcntal i<.otropic chemical shifts S"" (in ppm) for
PhTtO, and PbZrO,. Calculated isotrop1c shifts arc derived from Table 6.1, referenced to liquid v.atcr.
o:;;~ter = 287.0 ppm (Ref. [52]!. Calculated value> arc from B3LYP (GGA \aluc'> arc in parenthesis). Por
PhZrO~. we adopt the site labeling convention of Ref. [84]; the O(t) site notation of Ref. [4] is al<;o given.

Theory

Expt.a

639 (621)
444 (469)

647 ± 2
443 ± 2

352 (380)
340 (369)
349 (377)
319 (348)
387(412)

365 ±
351 ±
356 ±
329 ±
408 ±

PbZr03
0 1-4g [0(1)]
01, -4g [0(2)]
02-8i [0(3)]
03-4f [0(4)]b
04-4e [0(5)]

2
2
2
2
2

" Experimental values are from Ref.l4J
h Note: our calculations suggest that the assignment of
the 03-4f[0(4J] and 04-4e[0(5J] peaks should be reversed in Ref. [4], as done here.
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6.4

Discussion
A key feature in the electronic structure of transition metal perovskites are the covalent in-

teractions between the 0(2p) and the (formally) unoccupied transition metal-d states. Indeed, the
delicate balance between covalent and electrostatic ionic interactions is responsible for the wide
variety of interesting properties exhibited by these materials and related alloys. In this section, we
analyze the calculated chemical shieldings in Sec. 6.3 in relation to p-d hybridization.
The mea&ured NMR

17

0 spectra &how nan-ow well ~>eparated peaks in these materials. in-

dicating that second-order quadrupolar broadening. and thus the EFGs. are

~mall

[4], consis.tent

with firs,t principles calculations, of 0 EFGs f84, 89]. For the systems studied here, all the 0 sites
are clearly resolved in the measurements, and the chemical shielding tensor largely determines the
second order quadrupolar peak positions [4].

6.4.1

p-d hybridization and anisotropy of oxygen chemical shielding

As mentioned, a striking feature in Table 6.1 is the large anisotropy of the chemical shielding
principal values. This is due to hybridization between the 0(2p) and virtual B-site d-states. The
qualitative features can be understood from a simplified picture, which focuses on the B-0-B
quasilinear s.tructural unit (Fig. 6.1 ). In a linear molecule, the dependence of(; on the direction of
the applied field Be" t is particularly simple, if we choose to locate the vector potential gauge origin
at the target nucleus [90, 91]. In this case, when Bext is parallel to the molecular axis, only the
diamagnetic (shielding) component contributes. to &; when Bext is. perpendicular to the axis, both
diamagnetic and paramagnetic (deshielding) components contribute. (Note that the calculated (;
are invariant under a change of the gauge origin. Consequently, we are free to interpret the(; values
as if they had been calculated with any pmticular choice of origin.) The diamagnetic component
depend<> only on ground state wave functions, while the paramagnetic component depends on
virtual transitions to unoccupied states. i.e., occupation of virtual states in the first order perturbed
wave functions. In a DFT or HF calculation, this implies that large paramagnetic contributions
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could be expected, if there are low lying unoccupied one particle eigenstates that are strongly
coupled to occupied states. This is the case in these materials, where there is strong coupling
between 0(2p) and virtual B-site d-states.
In cubic SrTi03, for example, when

Bex:t

is applied along the Ti-0 bond direction (z-

direction), the 0 nucleus is shielded by the applied field
positive [Eq. (7.1 )]). By contrast, when
is strongly deshielded

(O".rx

=

O"yy

Bext

O".r.r

=

O"yy

O" zz

the principal value

O"zz

= 90 is

is perpendicular to the Ti-0 bond, the 0 nucleus

=- -343) as shown in Table 6.1. According to this B-0-B
O" z~

= 90. and

=- 90 value is consistent with this. Similarly, we would attribute the

de~hidded

picture. we would infer that only diamagnetic
the po&itive

(i.e.,

contribution~

should contribute to

= -343 value to paramagnetic contributions arising from the 0(2p)-Ti(3d) hybridiza-

tion mechanism. This interpretation is supported by the fake SrTi03 calculations, where removal
ofTi d basis functions quenches 0(2p)-Ti(3d) hybridization and results in nearly isotropic principal value components.

O" xx

=

O"yy

c::::

O" ~z·

While qualitatively correct, the simple B-0-B model leaves out important crystalline effects.
Thus the SrTi03 GIAO total shielding value
magnetic
O"p,z

o-d,z

=

rTzz

371 and smaller paramagnetic

= -262 value is

similar to the normal

O"p.z

=

116 arises from cancellation of large dia-

o-p,::. =

-255 components. Note that the fake

= -255 value;

in addition

fake calculation. We therefore attribute the presence of a non-zero

O"p,z

O"p.:cy

c::::

O"p.z

in the

to interactions with other

atoms in the crystal, which are neglected in the simple B-0-B picture.
Variations in B-0-B bond distances will affect 0(2p)-B(nd) hybridization, and this should
be reflected by corresponding changes in the calculated oxygen chemical shieldings. This is the
case, as seen in Figure 6.2, which shows that the isotropic 8iso and uniaxial 8a, chemical shifts
[Eq.( 7.2)] exhibit a remarkably linear variation as a function of 7'5 , the shortest B-0 bond length
of the targeted 0 atom [92]. Indeed, c5i 5 o changes by more than a factor of two over the plotted
range.
The linear behavior is largely due to the deshielding

O"xx

and

O"yy

components in Table 6.1.

To frame the discussion in terms of the paramagnetic components of the shielding tensor&, we
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FIG. 6.2: Calculated oxygen isotropic d;so and uniaxial dax chemical shifts in SrTIOa (ST), BaTiOa (BT),
PbTI0 3 (PT), PbZrOa (PZ), as a function of r., the shortest B-0 bond length of the targeted 0 atom. The
notation B-- 0-- B indicates 0 atoms with two equidistant nn B atoms, and B- 0-- B indicates an 0 atom
with one short and one long nn B bond (e.g., along the polar c-axis in P4mm PbTIOa). The straight lines
are linear fits.
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FIG. 6.3: Calculated paramagnetic O"p,z and O"p,xy components (see text), as a function of r., the shortest
B-0 bond length of the targeted 0 atom. The straight lines are linear regressions of the points. Symbols as
in Fig. 6.2.
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first subtract the diamagnetic component of the isolated 0 2 - atom, a-( 0
O"p,z

=

O"zz -

o-(0 2 -) and

O"p.xy

=

(o-xx

+ O"yy)/2-

2 -)

= 410 ppm, defining

o-(0 2 -). These are plotted in Fig. 6.3.

An alternative choice would be to plot the GIAO paramagnetic component. Even had we done
GIAO calculations for all the different 0-sites, this choice is not necessarily better, since both the
diamagnetic and paramagnetic GIAO components include contributions from neighboring atoms
[77]. Moreover, the separation into diamagnetic and paramagnetic component& is, at best, only
qualitatively useful, since the separate components depend on the choice of gauge method. The
present choice is

phy~ically

motivated, using a well defined diamagnetic reference

sy~tem.

As

indicated by the SrTi0:3 GIAO diamagnetic components, which differ by only c:::: 50 ppm from
the 0 2 - value (Table 6.1 ), this subtraction largely removes the closed shell diamagnetic response.
In any case, our definition of
Fig. 6.3, both

O"p,z

and

O"p.xy

O"p

simply shifts all a- principal values by a constant. As seen in

vary linearly with

r

8•

The average slope of ap,xy is c:::: 5 times larger

in magnitude than that of o-p.z· This shows that the linear behavior in Fig. 6.2 is largely due to
the variations of the deshielding

o-1:x

and

O"yy

components, which arise from the p-d hybridization

mechanism.
The p-d hybridization mechanism also plays a key role in producing the anomalously large
dynamical (Born) effective charge tensors Z*, which are universally seen in perovskite ferroelectrics for the 0, transition metal B, and Pb atoms [93-97]. In cubic BaTi03, SrTi03, PbTi03
and PbZrOa, z;z(O) (the component along the Ti-0 bond) takes on the values -5.59, -5.66,

-5.83, and -4.81 [93], respectively, which is much larger than the nominal -2 value for 0 2 -.
By contrast, the perpendicular components z;x(O)=Z;y(O) are given by -2.11, -2.00, -2.56,

-2.48, respectively, which are much closer to the nominal value, since these stretch the B-0 bond
only in second order. Similarly, all Z* (B4+) c:::: 6 - 7 are anomalously large, since these involve
the flow of dynamic charge as the B-0 bond is stretched or compressed. [In PbTi03 and PbZr03,

Z*(Pb)

c::::

4 is anomalously large compared to Z*(Ba) c:::: Z*(Sr) c:::: 2.6, due to strong Pb-0

covalency, and this is reflected in the somewhat more anomalous Z2x(O) and z;y(O) in the Pb
based crystals.] Artificially decreasing the p-d hybridization, as in Ref. [98], resulted in nominal
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values of all the Z*.
Similarly, the fake SrTi03 calculation eliminates B(d)-0(2p) paramagnetic contributions to

a and largely remove~ the anisotropy between CTxx

:::: CTyy

and

CTzz

components. B(d)-0(2p)

covalency is essential for ferroelectricity in transition metal perovskites, mitigating the repulsion
between otherwise 1igid ion-cores, which tends to suppress ferroelectric distortion; under pressure,
this mechanism eventually fails and ferroclectricity disappears [99]. Figure 6.3 show<; that the
the anisotropy between

CTp,xu

and

CTp.,:

increases linearly with decreasing

r

8,

comistent with this

picture, and indicating a strengthening of the p-el hybridization mechani <>m as r s is reduced.

6.4.2

Exchange and correlation effects

De~pite

the fact that the B3LYP band gap is nearly a factor of two larger than that of GGA,

the results in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 are fairly similar, with the exception of PbTi03, where the B3LYP
results are in better agreement with experiment (Table 6.3: Sec. 6.4.3). Although larger band gaps
result in larger energy denominators in the paramagnetic perturbative equations. [90, 91] there
is little difference in the shieldings between the two methods. Similarly, a significant deshielcled
SrTiO:~

RHF paramagnetic component is evident in Table 6.1, despite the much larger RHF highest

occupied molecular orbital-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO-LUMO) gap of 8.8 eV,
compared to the B3LYP 3.6 eV gap. The apparent dependence of the chemical shielding on the
band gap can be somewhat misleading, however, since the transverse paramagnetic component of
the first order current density could be made to vanish under suitable gauge transformations within
the CSGT gauge method [49, 100]. The entire shielding would then be given by the diamagnetic
component. which depends only on the occupied single particle states. Similar observations were
made regarding calculations of the spontaneous polarization P and Z* in ferroelectric perovskites,
where RHF results for these quantities were found to be in good numerical agreement with both
experiment and with DFT calculations [101. 102], both methods yielding anomalously large Z*.
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6.4.3

Comparison of chemical shifts with experiment

The calculated results in Table 6.2 for SrTi03 and BaTi03 are in very good agreement with
single crystal measurements. Overall, both B3LYP and GGA yield similar agreement with experiment, while RHF is significantly worse. When comparing cubic and ferroelectric P4mm tetragonal
BT results with experiment, one should keep in mind the evidence for static and/or motional disorder of local structures <;uggested by expe1iment L85, 103, 104] and theory [105. 106], since the
pre<>ent calculations were performed for ordered cry~talline <>tructures.
In PbTiO,, the O.tx atom has two nn Ti atoms along the polar direction, with one ~hort 1.77 A
and one long 2.39 A bond length. while the Oeq ha" two equal bonds of 1.98 A. The experimental
assignment of the two measured peaks is simplified by the fact that the relative integrated intensities of the two 0 &pectral peah corresponds to the 1:2 ratio of the Ocq to Oax atoms in the simple
5-atom primitive unit cell [4]. The large::= 200 ppm experimentally ob,erved [4] splitting between
the Oax and Oeq reflects their very different Ti-0 bond lengths. The B3LYP calculated chemical
shifts in Table 6.3 reproduce the::= 200 ppm splitting, while GGA underestimates it by ::= 50 ppm.
Ba~is

set and cluster "ize convergence errors (Section 6.2.3) can be expected to largely cancel in

these calculated splittings, reducing the residual uncertainty to less than about 10 ppm. We are not
aware of any measurements of the 17 0 uniaxial asymmetry in PbTi03.
In PbZr03 the peak a"signments are more difficult,

becau~e

four of the five inequivalent

oxygen "ites have the same ratio of occurrence in the unit cell. In Ref. [4] the peak assignment
in the NMR <;pectrum was made based on the assumptions that (1) the proximity of the Zr cation
plays the mmt important

~hielding

role and (2) that the large&t chemical shift corre&ponds to the

large"t bond length. The present calculations indicate that the first assumption is correct. but not
the second. Instead, as seen in Fig. 6.2, the largest chemical shift corresponds to shorte<;t bond
distance between the targeted 0 atom and its nearest B atom. Indeed, the figure shows that this
holds true, not only for PbZr03, but

acro~s ~everal

compounds, over a wide range of chemical

shifts. Our calculations indicate that chemical shift site assignments for the 0(4) and 0(5) atoms
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in Ref. [4] (their Table I) should be reversed. Finally, we note that differences between theory and
experiment in the relative splittings are smaller than those of the absolute splittings, i.e., a rigid
~hift

of the calculated B3LYP (GGA) values in Table 6.3 by':::::'. 10 ppm(':::::'. -15 ppm) removes

most of the the discrepancies.

6.5

Summary
We have shown that first-principles embedded cluster calculations, using the DFT hybrid

B3LYP method, can accuratdy calculate 0 chemical shifts for prototypical perovskite structure
transition metal oxides. Calculated iwtropic and uniaxial chemical shift:-, were found to be in
good agreement with recent single crystal NMR

17

0 mea~urement~ for SrTi03 and BaTi0 3. For

ferroelectric P4mm BaTi03 and PbTi03. the calculations accurately reproduced

mea~ured

power

spectra NMR isotropic chemical shift:-, biso for the two inequivalent 0 sites. The large':::::'. 200 ppm
experimental splitting in P4mm PbTi03 is ~ell reproduced by B3LYP, but DFT/GGA underestimates it by ':::::'. 50 ppm. In PbZr03, experimental and calculated 8iso are in very good agreement,
but experimental peak

as~ignment~

are more difficult, since four of the five inequivalent 0

appear in the same ratio. Our calculation~, indicate a correction of the experimental

~ites

a~signments

in Ref. [4].
Our most notable findings are 1) a large anisotropy in the chemical shielding tensor, between
deshielded u. 1 x

':::::'.

u 11 y and

~hielded O"zz

components, the latter principal axis being along the

Ti-0 bond, and 2) a nearly linear variation, across all the systems studied, of 8iso and bax as a
function of B-0-B bond asyll!metry. We have shown that the anisotropy and linear variation arise
from large paramagnetic contributions to Uxx and u 1111 due to virtual transitions between 0(2p) and
unoccupied B( nd) states. A qualitative explanation of the anisotropy was given and then confirmed
by calculations for a fake material with no d-states.
We have shown that 0 NMR chemical shifts are a sensitive indicator of the local structure in
perovskites with transition metal B-site atoms, due to covalent 0(2p)-B(nd) interactions. This in-
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dicates that

17

0 NMR spectroscopy, coupled with first principles calculations, can be an especially

useful tool to study the local structure in complex perovskite alloys.

CHAPTER7

First-principles calculations of 170
NMR chemical shielding
in Pb(Zr 1; 2Ti 1; 2)03 and
Pb(Mg 1; 3Nb 2; 3)03: linear dependence
on transition-metal/oxygen bond lengths
Note: Submitted to the Journal of Chemical Physics. Printed here with permission from
DanielL. Pechkis, Eric J. Walter, and Henry Krakauer. Upon acceptance, copyright will be transfered to the American Institute of Physics.

7.1

Introduction
High performance solid solution ferroelectrics, based on the ideal AB03 perovskite stmcture,

are widely used in technological applications such as ultrasonic transducers, sensors, actuators,
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and thin film applications [ 1, 107]. The strong electromechanical coupling in these materials is
related to a balance of competing instabilities, such as cation off-centelings and oxygen octahedral rotations. The perovskite

~tructure

offers many ways to fine tune these interactions through

chemical substitutions, such as alloying on the A and/or B sites, and through epitaxial control in
layered and thin film geometlies [ 107].
Solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has increasingly been used to study the local
structure and dynamics of these complex perovskites [4, 6, 58, 85]. NMR spectra of a target
nucleus are largely determined by the coupling of its magnetic dipole and electlic quadrupole
moments with the local magnetic field and electric field gradient, respectively. The interpretation
of NMR spectra in complex solid solution perovskites is complicated by the presence of broad
spectral features due to disorder. First-principles calculations of electric field gradient [89] and
chemical shielding (Chapter 6) tensors can play an important role interpreting NMR spectra in
these materials.
Previously we demonstrated a near linear dependence of the chemical shielding tensor

a on

the oxygen nearest neighbor B-0 bond distance r 8 for the prototypical perovskites BaTi03 (BT),
SrTi03 (ST). PbTi03 (PT), and PbZr03 (PZ) (Chapter 6). The linear dependence was shown
to arise from large paramagnetic contributions to

cr.r:t

and

CTyy

principal values (our convention

identifies the '·zz" principal axis as that most nearly parallel to the B-0-B bond direction), due to
virtual transitions between 0(2p) and unoccupied B(nd) states. This linear variation is confinned
here for two complex perovskite solid solutions, PZT and PMN.
First-principles chemical shielding calculations have traditionally been done with the embedded cluster approach, using standard quantum chemistry methods [28-30] with gaussian type
orbitals (GTO). More recently, the planewave based GIPAW method with peliodic boundary conditions (PBC) has provided an alternative approach. Relatively few calculations for transition
metal oxides have been reported using either technique. Here we use complementary calculations with both methods to cross validate convergence with respect to cluster size and tennination
effects, basis sets, and the accuracy of pseudopotentials (PSPs ).
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Quantum-chemistry methods can calculate chemical shielding tensors for embedded clusters, using a range of approximations. from Hartree Fock and density functional theory (OFT)
with semilocal or hybrid exchange-correlation functionals, to explicitly correlated methods such
Moller-Plesset perturbation theory and coupled cluster approaches [18, 24, 46]. The principal difficulties with the embedded cluster approach are controlling size and basis set convergence. Size
effect~>

can be monitored by studying increasingly larger

clu~ters.

Long-range

actions can be handled by embedding the clu&ter in large arrays of point
depolarizing fields. as described in Chapter 6. Achieving the

ba~i~

electro~tatic

charge~

inter-

and eliminating

set limit can be problematic in

~omc

case5. becau~e atom-centered GTO's do not form a complete mthogonal basis. Nevertheless,

basis

~et

convergence is generally well controlled through the use of standardized GTO basis sets

[33]. The cluster approach becomes inefficient, however, for complex systems,

becau~e

separate

cluster calculations are usually required for each inequivalent target atom.
GIPAW calculations are naturally adapted to ordered crystalline solids, since size convergence is effectively achieved by using primitive unit cells with well-converged k-point quadrature grids for Brillouin zone integrations. Di-,ordered solids can be treated using supercells.
Planewaves form a complete basis, so convergence to the basis set limit is straightforward. The
method applies the projector-augmented-wave (PAW) reconstruction [40] to a conventional PSP
calculation to obtain all-electron valence wave functions, which are required for accurate calculations of the chemical shielding. There are two principle issues with the GIPAW method. GIPAW
PSPs are more difficult to construct than standard norm-conserving PSPs. To achieve good transferability, they may require multiple partial wave channels and large planewave cutoff energies
for some target atoms. The constmction of the PAW atomic-like augmentation basis also requires
care. To date, GIPAW calculations have been carried out for only a limited number of transition
metal oxide systems [47. 108].
PZT is a homovalent mixture of Ti 4 + and Zr'1-'- transition metal cations, while PMN is a
heterovalent 2: 1 mixture of the NbS+ transition metal cation and the Mg2+ alkaline earth cation.
Both embedded cluster and GIPAW calculations were carried out for PZT, while PMN results were
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obtained only with the GIPAW method, using PBC. First-principles relaxed structural models were
u-;ed to simulate PZT and PMN stmctures.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The theoretical approaches are described
in Sec. 7.2. Results and discussion are pre~ented in Sees. 7.3 and 7.4, respectively. We summarize
and conclude in Sec. 8.4.

7.2

Theoretical Methods
The chemical shielding temor fT determines the total magnetic field at an atomic nucleus,

B

(1- &)Bext,

=

(7.1)

where Be"'t is the external field. For the systems considered here, fT is calculated using embedded
cluster and GIPAW-PBC methods. The symmetric [20. 21] fT tensor is determined by its principal
axis components, with isotropic and

O"t<.o
O"ax

=

t

ani~otropic

parts, conventionally defined as [23]

= ~ (O"xx + O"yy + O"zz) = ~TrfT
(20"zz- O".r:r- O"yy)
0"aniso =

~

( O"yy -

= ~

(O"zz- O"iso)

(7.2)

0" x:r)

As mentioned, our convention for the perovskite structure identifies the "zz" principal axis as that
most nearly parallel to the B-0-B bond direction. NMR measurements of fT are usually reported
with respect to a reference material, where the chemical shift tensor 6is defined as [24]

J=

-(iJ-

O"ref),

(7.3)

with corresponding definitions to those in Eq. 7 .2. The experimental reference for oxygen is liquid
H20.

The theoretical oxygen reference value

O";!r is determined from a linear regression of or~;t.
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versus O";~~eory [47, 109]. This yields the relation

(7.4)

Rather than regarding the slope mas an independent fitting parameter, we set m

=

1, which leaves

O";~i as the only independent parameter. Allowing rn to vary yield<> fits of similar overall quality,

but somewhat di<>torts chemical
-;arne material. Comtraining rn
~uch

~hift

=

differences between inequivalent oxygen sites within the

1 allow~ better cancellation of errors, due to

~ystematic

effects

as the choice of methodological approach or DFf exchange-correlation functional.

7.2.1

Embedded cluster calculations

A detailed
~orne

di~cussion

of thi~ approach

i~

given in Chapters 4 & 6. We briefly summarize

of the key features of this method. With central 0 atoms, embedded clusters consisted

of either 21 '·quantum'· (QM) atoms, (A4B201 ::;) 11 -, or 65 QM atoms, (A 4BJ00 5 1) 51 -. In the<>e
cluster&, all QM cation atoms are fully coordinated with QM 0 atoms. The QM clusters are further
~urrounded

by a large array of point charges, which reproduce the Madelung potential in the QM

region [37]. To alleviate artificial polarization of boundary 0(2p) states, the nearest-neighbor (nn)
and the next-nearest-neighbor cation point charges of boundary 0 atoms are replaced by '"empty''
PSPs (ePSP&) [7, 38]. Finally, in non-centrosymmetric clusters. depolarizing electric fields are
removed by applying an external electric field (Chapter 4 & 6).
Calculations were performed with the GAUSSIAN computational package [28-30] and the
chemical shielding tensor was determined using the continuous set of gauge tramfonnations
(CSGT) method [16, 49]. Calculations were done using the DFT hybrid B3LYP [10],

a~

well as

generalized gradient approximations (GGA). using the PW91 [50] and PBE [51] fonns. DouglasKroll-Hes& 2nd order scalar relativistic calculations were performed on selected systems. Atomcentered GTO

basi~

functions were associated with all the QM atoms. All-electron treatments

were used for the 0 and Ti atoms, while the other QM atoms were represented using scalar-
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relativistic small core (scalar-RSC) PSPs [also called effective core potentials (ECPs)]. The wellconverged GTO basis sets and ECPs used for these calculations are desc1ibed in Chapter 6 and
were taken from the EMSL website [33].

7.2.2

GIPA\V calculations

---~_!!-~-~?-~_l~s-~~~?E~!~E!!~~~-~!~~_!!9_~ E~~~~~~~~~_f?!__~~~~rj£!~?E:________ _
reference state
rc(au)
reference energies (Ry) core correction radius (au)
2
0
2s .2pt• ,3d.3s,3p
1.2, 1.2, 1.5 *,*,0.10,0.1 0,0.1 0
0.34
Ti
3s 2 ,3p 6 ,3d0 ,4s.4p,4d
0.9.0.9,0.9 *, *,* ,-2.73.0.50.0.1 0
0.53
Pb
6s 2 ,6p 0 ,5d 10 ,7s,7p,6d 2.0,2.4.1.0 *,*.*.-1.00,-0.20.-1.80
0.89
Zr
4s 2 ,4p6 ,4d0 ,5s.5p,5d
1.0,1.2,1.4 *,*,*,-2.45,-2.00,-1.37
0.80
Sr
4s 2 ,4p 6 ,4d 0 ,5s,5p
1.2,1.3,1.7 *,*,-1.00,-0.72
0.88
Ba 5s 2 ,5p6 ,5d,6s,6p
1.5,1.7,2.0 *,*,-0.95.-0.90,-1.50
1.19
e
Mg 2s 2 ,2p",3d,3s,3p
0.6,0.6,1.5 *,*,0.3,-1.3,0.1
0.30
Nb 4s 2 ,4p6 ,4d0 ,5s,5p,5d
1.0,1.1,1.3 *,*,*,-3.30,-2.70,-1.27
0.80
2
6
0
K
3s ,3p .3d ,4s,4p
1.4, 1.5, 1.5 *, *, *,-1.50,-0.80
0.50

Calculations with PBC used the GIPAW functionality of the QuantumESPRESSO (QE) code

[41]. These calculations are done in two steps. A standard ground state norm-conserving PSP
calculation is first performed. This is followed by a linear response calculation in the presence
of an external magnetic field. The linear response calculation uses all-electron like valence wave
functions, which are represented by planewaves, modified near the nuclei by atomic-like PAW augmentation basis functions. The PAW basis functions are constructed when the PSP is generated, as
further discussed below. Calculations reported below used well converged Monkhorst-Pack [110]
Brillouin zone k-point sampling, e.g. 6x6x6 for the prototypical perovskites ST, BT, and PT.
Unless otherwise specified, the PBE GGA functional was used in all QE calculations.
All PSPs were constructed using the "ldl" PSP generation code (distributed with QE). AH
norm-conserving PSPs were scalar relativistic Troullier-Martins [111] type. Table 7.1 shows the
construction parameters used for all PSPs employed in this chapter. The local channel is indicated
by boldface type. States that are in italics were generated using a Hamann type [112] reference
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state. The r c 's correspond to the s, p, and d channels respectively. The next column shows the PSP
reference energies for the s, p, and d channels. The symbol '*' indicates that the corresponding
all-electron eigenvalue was used for thi~

~tate.

It should be noted that the&e parameters are for the

PSP projectors used in the ground <;tate self-consistent total-energy calculations. Para11el to the
PSP construction. a second atomic calculation i<> performed to generate the required GIPAW augmentation

ba'>i~>

functions, consisting of all-electron and p~eudo partial wave radial functions. The

number of GIPAW angular momentum channels was the same as for the
0, and K the augmentation

basi~

functions \\ere generated

u~ing

PSP~>.

For all except Pb.

the corresponding all-electron

eigenvalue~ (n.b., the Ti 4 + 4d state i~ bound, for example), rather than the values in Table 7.1. For

Pb, 0. and K, the values in Table 7.1 were u&ed. except for the Pb 7s, which used the all-electron
eigenvalue. The final column show'> the non-linear core-correction radim for each potential. A
conservative 350 Ry energy cutoff was used. This could have been reduced by using larger rc ·s for
the metal PSPs. The 350 Ry energy cutoff, while high, was
in

thi~

chapter. This cutoff yields chemical

~>hielding~

ea~>ily

tractable for all

sy~>tems

studied

to within about 1 ppm, a5 indicated by te&t

calculations with other settings.

7 .2.3

Comparison of methods

Table 7.2 shows the comparison between the GIPAW and cluster approach for the Ti02
molecule, the rutile crystalline solid, as well as some results for prototypical perovskites. Where
available, published GIPAW results from Ref. [47] are also given for comparison.
Ti0 2 molecule calculation~> were for a Ti-0 bond length of 1.651

A and a 0-Ti-0 angle of

114.2°. With PBC-GIPAW, a 22x24x28 Bohr supercell was used. The Gaussian calculation
was for the isolated molecule and used a basi<> set of cc-pwCVQZ-DK and IGL0-111 forTi and
0, respectively. The experimental rutile structure was used for solid Ti02 [113]. The PBCGIPAW calculation used a k-point

~ampling

of 4x4x6. The cluster method used a 077Ti22 QM

cluster with cc-pwCVTZ-DK and 6-311G(2d,p) basis sets for the inner 3 and outer 19 Ti atoms,
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TABLE 7.2: Companwn of chemical shielJmg results, usmg embedded clusters and GIPAW-PBC from QE
and l471 The pnnnpk values of the oxygen chemtcal slneldmg tensor me pre5ented f01 the T102 molecule
and nH!le, cub1c ST, cubic B1~ and tetragonal PT. All value5 are from GGA calculation,. Embedded clu&tcr
results arc labeled a~ C-n, where n is the number of QM atoms 111 the clustei The GJPAW-PBC and C-65
calculatiOn~ were done With relati\Istic PRE. VYllllc the C-21 calculations were done with non-rclativi~tlc
PW91.
- ------ - - - ------------

Ti0 2 (molecule)
Gaussian
GIPAW
Ti0 2 (rutile)
C-99
GIPAW
SrTiO~l (cubic)
C-21
C-65
GIPAW
BaTi0 3 (cubic)
C-21
C-65
GIPAW
PbTiO.~-axial 0 (P4mm)
C-21
C-65
GIPAW
PbTi0 3 -equatoria1 0 (P4mm)
C-21
C-65
GJPAW

() 1 J'

() yy

CF :;z

(J't!:JO

-1803
-1826

-801
-811

148
146

-819
-830

-499
-483

-380
-380

-306
-296

-395
-386

-353
-403
-429

-353
-403
-429

46
27
7

-220
-260
-284 I -287 1

-414
-483
-529

-414
-483
-529

49
22
-31

-260
-315
-363 I -379 2

-562
-599
-630

-562
-599
-630

123
67

77

-334
-377
-394

-286
-365
-398

-228
-277
-284

-32
-35
-23

-182
-226
-235
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TABLE 7.3: The denved theoretical oxygen reference value. 17;!1[ , IS used to determine theorettcal isotropiC
chemical shifts fwm the correspondmg calculated tsotrop!c chemical shieldmg values. Experimental chemIcal shifts are 5hown for companson. The values of 17:~r arc shown m the third row from the bottom ofth1s
tahle. The RMS error and maximum deviation of the calculated 5h1th. compared to cxpcnmcnt, arc also
shown. Calculated clu;tcr results (21 and 65 QM atom>) w1th B3LYP and PW91 exchange-conelation are
shown together with GIPAW-PBC v.ith PRE exchange-correlation. (PZ cxpenmcntal chemtcal ;hift s1te
a&51g:nment> were corrected m Chapter 6 and are u;,ed here.)
Ex.pt"

~-------

------ --

Cluster
B3LYP
21
65

~

- - - - -----

491

491

496

503h

,"j

536

537

534

547

570

575

595.13c

570
520
50

±5
±5

591
515
76

579
535
44

573<1 I 611 c
563d I 531c
10 I 80

647
443
204

±2
±2

644
449
195

365 ± 2

357
346
355
324
392
35
47
38
68

!)4(i

±

BT (P4mm)
Oa,
Oeq
~(Oax- Ocq)
PT(P4mm)
Oax
Oeq
~(Oax- Oeq)

03)

a'h
ref

RMS error
Max Deve

---------

-----~

494

BT (cubic)

~(04-

65

477

467± 3

~04-02)

21

- - - ---- - - - - - - -

491

ST (cuhic)

PZ (Pbam)
01-4g
Ol'-4g
02-1{i
03-4f
04-4e
~(04- 01)
~(04 -01')

PBC-GIPAW
PBE-REL

PW91

3-51 ± 2
:356 ± 2
329 ± 2
408 ± 2
43
57
52
79
287.5"

292.82
11.89
24.48

571
516
56

644
445
199

608
457
152

609
455
154

601
442
159

367
356
364
336
399
31
43
35
63
238
6.98
9.73

274.71
16.02
38.62

606
447
159

355
336
349
309
415
60
79
66
105
217.25
23.2
37.75

206.75
28.43
45.83

211.91
20.16
40.67

215.83
25.7

STand BT experimental chemical sh1ft values are from Ref. [85] and the PT and PZ experimental chemical shift
\alues arc from Ref. [4]
b Ref. [47] determmed 17, 80 u;mg the e>..perimental structure
c Ref. l47j determined 17,. 0 u;,ing the relaxed &tructure
17
d The
0 experimental chemical ;,hie! ding reference is liquid water, 17;~~ter (0) = 287.3 ppm l52J
" .Max Dev = max(abs(b'h<·ory - bc~pt ))
a
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respectively; IGLO-III and IGLO-II basis sets were used for the inner 15 and outer 52 0 atoms.
respectively. (Embedding with ePSPs and point charges was done as described above.)
Calculations for the prototypical perovskites in Table 7.2 used the experimental structures a&
described in Chapter 6. PBC-GIPAW used a k -point sampling of 6 x 6 x 6. Embedded clusters were
constructed as above (Section 8.2.1), and results are given for 21 and 65 QM atom

cluster~.

The

21 QM atom cluster results arc from non-relativistic calculations u&ing the PW91 DFT functional.
The 65 QM atom clu~>ters are from &calar relativistic PBE calculations. Differences between PW91
and PBE (not &hown in the Table) and relativi&tic effect& are &mall, as expected.
QM atom ST cluster show that non-relativistic PBE produced D"x.y and

O" z~

Test~

on the 65

values that are

c:::>

6 and

1.5 ppm more positive, respectively, than PW9l. Adding scalar-relativistic effect& changed
and

O" zz

by

c:::>

D".c,!J

+ 12 and + 3 ppm, respectively, independent of the GGA functional. These effects

are negligible for the conesponding chemical shifts, as expected, due to cancellation of enors.
The STand PT 65 QM atom relativistic PBE
values, differing at most by

c:::>

D"x,y

and

D"::z

arc in good agreement with PBC

33 and 20 ppm respectively. hotropic values for both systems are

within 24 ppm of PBC-GIPAW. A larger discrepancy is seen in BT, where the cluster values are
rigidly shifted by about +50 ppm. Size effects between the 21 and 65 QM atom results are evident
in the table. The 21 QM atom values are more shielded [i.e., more positive (see Eq. (7.1))] than
either the 65 QM atom values or the PBC methods. Rigidly shifting all 21 QM atom brings these
into better agreement, indicating good cancellation of errors. This is evident in the chemical shifts
shown in Table 7.3 in the next section. where 21 and 65 QM atom clusters are seen to give nearly
identical chemicals shifts.
These result<> demonstrate that the embedded cluster and PBC-GIPAW approaches produce
comparable agreement with measured isotropic chemical shifts, regar.dless of cluster size and
methodology. Differences due to cluster size, DFT functionals, relativi&tic effects. and PSPs
largely cancel in the chemical shift&, i.e., they are absorbed in the constant chemical shielding
reference value D";~i·
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7.3

Results
In this section, we first describe the calculation of the theoretical oxygen chemical shielding

reference a-;~i [Eq. (7.4)]. As mentioned, this is done using linear regression of the calculated
chemical shieldings with the corresponding measured chemical shifts, where available [47, 109].
We next present calculated

17 0

chemical shifts for two perovskite-based B-site alloys, PZT and

PMN, using the derived values of a-;:~i-

7 .3.1

Determination of the theoretical

17

0 chemical shielding reference

A linear regression was separately evaluated for the PBC and embedded cluster calculations
[47, 109]. Additionally for the clusters, separate regressions were performed for different cluster sizes and DFT functionals. Table 7.3 shows derived a-;~i values for each case, along with
the nns error and maximum deviation in the isotropic chemical shifts. The table compares the
resulting calculated isotropic chemical shifts to the measured values. As in Chapter 6, experimental structures were used for all systems except PZ. For PZ, experimental lattice parameters from neutron scattering measurements were used together with internal coordinates determined from first-principles calculations [84]. Calculated cluster results (21 an 65 QM atoms)
with B3LYP and PW91 exchange-correlation are shown together with GIPAW-PBC with PBE
exchange-correlation. The last column shows other GIPAW results, where available. For the 65
QM clusters, a-thf.
re is derived from a more limited set of calculations, as shown in the Table. For
comparison, the effect of this limited sampling is also shown for PBC-GIPAW and is seen to be
only a few ppm. B3LYP results are seen to give slightly better agreement with experiment. Using
the same exchange-correlation treatment, both the 21 and 65 atom QM clusters are seen to give
nearly identical chemicals shifts. The values of a-;~i in Table 7.3 are used below to determine the
theoretical chemical shifts for PZT and PMN in Tables 7.4 and 7.5. Given the small difference
between the PW91 and PBE GGA functionals and cancellation effects in chemical shifts, both
PW91 and PBE are labeled as GGA in all further results below.
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7.3.2

Results for Pb(Zr 1 _x Tix)03 (PZT) and Pb(Mg 1; 3Nb2;:3)03 (PMN)

PZT is a homovalent mixture ofTiH and zr1+ transition metal cations, while
Pb(Mg 113 Nb 2; 3 )03 (PMN) is a heterovalent 2:1 mixture of the Nb 5+ tramition metal cation and
the Mg2+ alkaline earth cation. Both embedded cluster and GIPAW calculations were carried out
for PZT, while PMN results were obtained only with the GIPAW method, using PBC.
Disordered PZT 50150 was modeled using fir<>t-principles relaxed structures l89] with different imposed B-&ite ordering and symmetry: i) [001] ordering parallel to the ferroelectric polari.;;ation. with tetragonal P4mm symmetry (ax ax 2c; c/a = 1.045); ii) [001] ordering perpendicular to
the [I 00] ferroelectric polarization, with mthorhombic P2mm symmetry (a' x a x 2a; a' /a= 1.04 );
iii) [111] ordering (rochalt B sublattice) parallel to the ferroelectric polarization, with R3m symmetry. Theoretical PZT isotropic, axial, and ani&otropic chemical shifts are summarized in Table 7.4. [As mentioned, the axial and anisotropic components in Eq. (7.2) were calculated using
the convention that the

"z~ .,

principal axis is that most nearly parallel to the B-0-B bond direction

of the target 0 atom.] For comparison, results forST, BT, PT and PZ are reproduced from Table 7 .3. For each inequivalent target 0 atom in the above &tructural models, the corresponding 21
QM atom embedded cluster was used to calculate the chemical shielding tensor with both B3LYP
and GGA exchange-correlation. Results from PBC-GIPAW with GGA exchange-correlation are
also shown. Chemical shifts were determined using the corre~ponding values of cr;~f in Table 7.3.
The GGA 21 QM atom embedded cluster and PBC-GIPAW RMS errors differ by 4 ppm. As seen
in Tables 7.3, the 21 QM atom embedded cluster chemical shifts are also in excellent agreement
with those from the larger 65 QM atom cluster.
PMN PBC-GIPAW calculations were based on a low symmetry (3 x 2 x 2) 60-atom perovskite supercell structure with relaxed internal coordinates ll14], with B-site cations arranged
according to the random-site model [115]. X-ray patterns of well-annealed PMN samples indicate a homogeneous average structure, which exhibits rocksalt-like 1:1 B-site ordering, which is
well described by the random-site model. Locally, the random-site model corresponds to B-site
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TABLE 7.4: Calculated oxygen isotropic, a>-.ial and am>otroplc components (ppm) of the chemical sh1ft
tensor for three PZT 50150 structural models from Rd. (891. The notation B--0--B md1cates 0 atoms with
two equidistant nn B atoms, and B-0--B indicates an 0 atom with one short and one long nn B bond. For
cluster-GGA re:;ults. numbers m parenthe&ls :;how the d1fference w1th GlPAW. For cluster-B3LYP results,
numbers in square bracket> show the difference with clmter-GGA values. For case> where 6amso = 0 by
symmetry. this 1s mdicated by a da>h.
5ioo

Cluster
B3LYP
GGA

5ax

GTPAW
GGA

Clu~ter

B3LYP

GGA

5amso

GlPAW
GIPAW
Clmter
GGA B3LYP GGA GGA

ST (cubtc)

4()1 [-3]

494 (-2)

496

-144 [-ll]-133 (12)

-145

BT (cubic)

536 [2]

534 (-41)

575

-170 [-16] -154 (12)

-166

BT(P4mm)
Oax (TJ-0--Ti)
Oeq (Ti --0--Ti)

591 [201 571 (-8)
515 I-ll 516 (-19)

579
535

-207 [-241 -183 (3)
-155 [-141 -140 (7)

-186
-147

-24 [21 -26 (15)

-41

PT (P4mm)
Oax (Ti-0--Ti)
Ocq (Ti-0--Ti)

644[35] 608 (2)
449 [-8] 457 (10)

606
447

-257 [-29] -228 (8)
-85 [-10] -75 (31)

-236
-106

-22 [7] -29 (28)

-57

PZ(Pbam)
0 1-4g (Z--0--Z)
0 I' -4g (Z--0--Z)
02-Si (Z-0--Z)
03-4f (Z--0--Z)
04-4e (Z--0--Z)

357 f-1 0]
346 [-1 0]
355 [-9]
324[-11]
392 [-6]

367 (12)
356 (20)
364 (16)
336 (26)
399(-16)

355
336
349
309
415

-75 f-51
-65 [-4]
-81 f-4]
-47 f-4]
-137 f-71

-70 (20)
-61 (21)
-77 (14)
-43 (9)
-130 (36)

-90
-81
-91
-52
-166

-33 [1] -34 (12)
-14 [2] -16 (11)
-4 [II -5 (2)
-15 [-I J -14 (3)
-14 [IJ -15 (II)

-46
-27
-7
-17
-26

PZT(P4mm)
Ol(Zr--0--Zr)
03(Zr-O--Ti)
04(Ti--O--Ti)
06 (Ti-0--Zr)

352 [-9] 361 (33)
398 [7] 391 1 (-19)
418 [-18] 436 (9)
679 [40] 639 (13)

328
410
427
626

-72 [-6]
-126[-8]
-76 [-II]
-266 [-34]

-66 (20)
-118(17)
-65 (21)
-232 (14)

-85
-135
-86
-246

-16 [-4] -12 (-4)

-8

-59 [4] -63 (38)

-101

PZT (P2mm)
OI(Zr--0--Zr)
02(Zr-O--Zr)
04(Ti--0--Ti)
OS(Ti-0--Ti)
06(Ti -0--Zr)

358 l-9]
401 l-4 J
408 [-II J
668[39]
400 [-6]

367 (19)
405 (-1)
419 (24)
629 (12)
406 (21)

348
407
395
617
385

-80 l-6]
-124[-6]
-65 [-8J
-264 [-32]
-81 [-9]

-74(22)
-118 (18)
-57 (17)
-232 (6)
-72 (20)

-96
-137
-74
-238
-92

-36 [2]
-34 [2J
-6[5]
-49 [3 J
-29 [-3]

-38 (20)
-36 (9)
-1 (26)
-46 (8)
-32 (22)

-59
-44
-27
-54
-55

PZT(R3m)
03(Zr-O--Ti)
06(Ti -0--Zr)

394[-7]
466 [-1]

401 (0)
467(11)

401
456

-90 f-61 -84 (23)
-127[-13] -114 (21)

-107
-135

-3 [1]
-2 [1]

-2 (1)
-1 (-1)

-3
-I
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[111] planes, alternating between pure Nb and mixed Nb/Mg layers. Thus there are twice as many
Nb-0-Mg as Nb-0-Nb 0-sites in the 60-atom supercell. since the Mg atoms all reside in the mixed
[111] planes. Similarly. there are no Mg-0-Mg 0-sites. Unlike earlier models, the random-&ite
model satisfies charge neutrality locally. The previously accepted space-charge model was based
on the apparent inability to fully anneal samples [115]. The 60-atom perovskite supercell structure
[114], used in the present calculations. is consistent with the random-site model, Grinberg et al.
[114] found good agreement between

thi~

relaxed 60-atom

~upercell

structure and pair distribu-

tion functions obtained by neutron <;cattering experiments [1161. This indicates that

thi~

structural

model reasonably represents the local structure in PMN. Calculations for PMN were done only
with PBC-GIPAW, and the result& are &hown in Table 7.5.

7.4

Discussion
As previously noted in Chapter 6, there is a large anisotropy between the

!Tx,y

and

!Tzz

prin-

cipal values in Table 7.2. The !Tx,v principal values are large and negative (deshielded), while

!Tzz

values tend to be considerably smaller and positive (shielded). (As mentioned, the ''z:::" principal
axis is identified as that most closely aligned with the B-0-B bond direction of the target 0 atom.)
The present calculation~ show that this anisotropy is also found in PZT and PMN and is reflected
in the large Oax values (Eq. 7.2) in Tables 7.4 and 7.5.
As shown in Chapter 6 for prototypical perovskites, the large Oax values are due to paramagnetic contributions to

!Tx,y

from virtual transitions between 0(2p) and unoccupied B(nd) states.

The p-d hybridization contributes predominantly to

!Tx.y·

due to 0 atoms having only two nearest

neighbors in perovskitcs, with linearly arranged B-0-B structural units. As the B-0-B bond distances vary, large variations in the chemical shielding can occur. resulting in a strong dependence
on r 8 . We find a similar dependence for the PZT and PMN alloy systems.
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7.4.1

PZT

Figure 7.1 plots PZT isotropic and axial chemical shifts as a function of rR, the shortest B0 bond length of the targeted 0 atom. The B3LYP 21 QM atom cluster results from Table 7.4
are plotted. For comparison,

re~ults

for ST, BT, PT, and PZ and from experiment are also

~hown

Chapter 6. The dashed straight line~ are the linear fits to the calculated results for these prototypical
perovskites, taken from Chapter 6. A plot of PBC-GIPAW re'mlts from Table 7.4 (not shown) is
very similar. which is com,istent with the generally good agreement of the chemical shift results
in the Table between the two calculational approaches. A nearly linear dependence on

T"

(with

~lope"' 850 ppm/A) is seen in both 6150 and 6ax• acros" all the systems studied. The axial shift

is plotted as 26ax

= bzz - b150 (Eq. 7.2) to emphasize that the linear dependence i5. largely due

to Ox.y• while bzz has a much weaker dependence on r 6 , as previously noted for the prototypical
perovskites (Chapter 6). As seen in the figure, the calculated PZT 50/50 results follow the same
trends as in Chapter 6.
Pb(Zr 1 _x Tix)03 NMR 17 0 magic angle 5.pinning (MAS) central peak spectra were presented
by Baldwin et al. [4] for a range of concentrations :r. Tabulated chemical shifts were given only
for the endpoint PT and PZ compounds (reproduced here in Table 7.3), whose spectra consist of
weB-defined nanow peaks. MAS removes broadening due to chemical shift aniwtropy in powder
sample~.

but only partly averages second-order quadrupolar broadening. The narrow peaks in the

endpoint PT and PZ compounds indicate that electric field gradients (EFGs) at the

17 0

nuclei are

sma11 [4]. This is consistent with first-principles calculations ofO EFGs [84, 89]. Indeed. the

17 0

peak positions are within a few ppm of the experimental isotropic chemical shifts [4]. There are
two inequivalent 0 atoms in PT, two "equatorial" Oeq (which has two equidistant nn Ti atom) and
one "axial" Oax atom (which has one short and one long Ti-0 bond). A narrow peak at 443 ppm
has twice the (integrated) relative intensity of the peak at 64 7 ppm, and these were assigned to
the Oeq and Oax atoms, respectively. These are in good agreement with the calculated results in
Table 7.3. The B3LYP calculation accurately reproduces this splitting, while GGA underestimates
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it by c::: 45 ppm. In PZ, there are five inequivalent 0 sites, which corresponds to five MAS peaks,
centered near 350 ppm, within ±

f"'J

40 ppm. Measured and calculated values in Table 7.3 are in

good agreement.
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FIG. 7.1: Calculated PZT oxygen isotropic 0; 80 and axial2oax chemical shifts (B3LYP 21 QM atom cluster
values from Tables 7.4), plotted as a a function of rs, the shortest B-0 bond length of the targeted 0 atom.
For comparison, calculated results forST, BT, PT, and PZ and from experiment (hollow symbols) are also
shown in Chapter 6. The dashed straight lines are linear fits to calculated values for ST, BT, PT, and PZ
from Chapter 6.

At intermediate Ti and Zr concentrations, the spectra in Fig. 3 of Ref. [4] show that only a few
of the narrow endpoint peaks persist. As Zr is added to PT, the narrow 64 7 ppm PT peak decreases
quickly in intensity. It can no longer be observed in the x = 0.55 sample. A broad feature,
between about 350 and 450 ppm is fully developed near x

0.50, with narrower embedded

features at c::: 370 and 430 ppm. This broad feature reflects a distribution of inequivalent 0-sites
in the disordered PZT solid solution samples. The 430 ppm feature, which is close to the PT Oeq
447 ppm peak, is observed to persist down to 25% Ti concentration. Baldwin et at. [4] assign the
430 ppm feature to a site similar to that of the PT Oeq atom, i.e. a locally Ti-Oeq-Ti (undimerized)
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chain-like configuration. They further

sugge~t

that this peak could indicate Ti clustering on a

spatial scale of at least two unit cells in PZT.
Our results suggest an alternative explanation for the persistence of the ob&erved 430 ppm
feature. Our calculations show similar chemical shifts for a range of B-0-B' environments, with
r 8 ranging between"' 2.0- 2.1

A in all the PZT 50150 structural models, as <>een in Table 7.4 and

Fig. 7.1. Thus Ti clmtering need not be invoked to explain the persi&tence of the 430 ppm feature
in the

mea~ured

spectra.

The apparent disappearance, at intermediate concentrations, of the 647 ppm peak does, however, indicate a reduced occurrence of a PT-Iikc

oc1X

.;;itc with a <;hort J .77

A Ti-0 bond.

\Vc find

such a site only in the relaxed P4mm and P2mm PZT 50/50 simulationi>. The P4mm and P2mm
models have [ 1001 type B-<>ite ordering. The absence of the 64 7 ppm peak in the measurements
indicates that local occurrences of [100] type B-site ordering are rare. Instead, the lack of the
647 ppm peak in our R3m PZT 50150 simulations suggests that local rocksalt-likc B-site ordering i& more prevalent in disordered PZT. This conclusion is al&o supported by the R3m &tructural
model having the loweo;;t total energy of all the <;tructural models by "' 23 mRy [89]. Moreover,
the calculated Ti EFG's for 50150 R3m were significantly &mailer and in better agreement with
measured value&, than the other B-site orderings [89].
Baldwin eta!. [4] also remark a narrow 287 ppm peak that appears in their .r
This peak is broader in
that

:r =

.T

=

0.48 sample.

= 0.55 and x = 0.25 samples and is absent in PZ. These authors note

0.48 is the composition corresponding to the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) and

conjecture that the 287 ppm peak evidences a new oxygen environment in a distinct

cry~talline

monoclinic phase, which has been suggested to bridge the MPB [4]. They suggest that the new
environment at :r = 0.48 is a Ti-0-Zr site, which becomes ordered in the crystallographic sense
as the long-range order of the monoclinic phase is e&tablished. As indicated by Fig. 7.1, isotropic
chemical-; shifts near 287 ppm are associated with large r 8 ~ 2.15 A. As most Zr-0 bond lengths
are larger than those of Ti-0 in the PZ and PZT 50/50 structural models, the 287 ppm feature could
also be attributed to Zr-0-Zr sites with bond lengths distributed near~ 2.15A.
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FIG. 7.2: GIPAW calculated PMN oxygen isotropic t5iso and axial2t5ax chemical shifts, plotted as a function
of r •. The PMN chemical shifts are from Table 7.5, and the symbols indicate the B-0-B' configuration,
using the convention in that table. For comparison, results for cubic and tetragonal KNb03 are also shown.
The dashed lines are the same as that in Fig. 7.1. As plotted, the rs values have been increased by 0.12 A
(see text). The unshifted values are shown in the inset.

7.4.2 PMN
PMN, by contrast with PZT, is a heterovalent 2:1 mixture of the Nb 5+ transition metal cation
and the Mg2+ alkaline earth cation. Figure 7.2 plots Pb(Mg1; 3Nb 2; 3)03 (PMN) isotropic and
axial chemical shifts (GIPAW results from Table 7.5) as a function of r 8 , the shortest B-0 bond
length of the targeted 0 atom. As plotted, the PMN rs values, have been increased by 0.12 A
for both Oiso and Oax, as further discussed below. The unshifted values are plotted in the inset.
The dashed lines are the same as that in Fig. 7.1. With the 0.12 A rigid shift for all 0-sites, the
PMN chemical shifts are seen to follow the same linear trend as in the homovalent B-site systems
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in Fig. 7.1. For Nb-0-Mg coordinated 0-atoms,

T&

is taken as the Nb-0 bond length, since the

hybridization mechanism does not apply to Mg, which has no low-lying unoccupied d-states.
(As mentioned, the linear dependence is due to paramagnetic contributions to Oxy from virtual
tramitions between 0(2p) and unoccupied B(nd) states.) We are not aware of published NMR
17 0

<;pectra for PMN.
Although the linear dependence of Oiso and 6ax in Fig. 7.2 have the same slope as the homova-

lent B-site system&, a 0.12 A Ts offset i & needed for the PMN value~ to fall on the same line.

As

mentioned, the linear dependence reflect& variations in the magnitude of the paramagnetic 0(2p )Nb(4d)
T,

hybridi~:ation

contributions to the Ox.y principal values. This indicates that the effective

is controlled by the spatial extent of the paramagnetic screening currents. The Nb5+ cation

could be expected to modify the spatial extent of these currents, compared to the B4 + cations in
the homovalent systems, due to the larger electrostatic attraction of the Nb 5 + cation. The 0.12

A off&et in PMN renormalizes, in effect, the strength of the 0(2p)-Nb(4d) hyb1idization. This
ob~ervation

would appear to indicate that for these systems the r,-dependence of Ox,y is given by

Ox,y = m (rs - To). where the slope m is nearly the same for all transition-metal coordinated 0
atoms in perovskites, while the intercept ro depends on other factors, such as the ionic charge of
the nearest neighbor cation. To further examine this, we performed GIPAW calculations for cubic
and tetragonal KNb03[117], which are also plotted in Fig. 7.2. While the tetragonal axial 0 values
(short Nb-0

T8 )

are consistent with the linear trend, the KNb03 tetragonal equatorial and cubic

0 results (two equidistant Nb-0 bonds) show significant deviations. [Similar deviations occur in
Fig. 7.1 for the tetragonal equatorial and cubic 0 BT results. We note that both K and Ba have
larger crystalline ionic Shannon [118] radii, 1.78 and 1.75
1.63

A.

A. respectively, than Sr or Pb, 1.58 and

respectively.] Smaller deviations are also seen in the two largest

Ts

values for the PMN

oxygen atoms with two nearly equidistant Nb atoms, but for somewhat larger values of r 8 than in
KNb03. In the case of heterovalent B-site perovskites, the covalency of A-site atoms could also
be important, as indicated by the smaller deviations. for long r- 8 • in PMN compared to KNb03.
These observations waiTant further investigation to clarify these issues.
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PMN is an end-point of the solid-solution series (x)PbTiOg-(1- .T)Pb(Mg 1;aNb 2 ; 3 )0g
(PMN-PT). In the 60-atom PMN structural modeL there are no Nb-0 bonds as small as the short
Ti-Oax bond c::: 1. 7 A in PT, which is associated with its high degree of tetragonality (c/ a =
1 .OG5 ). This short bond corresponds to the large !5150 c::: G40 ppm. which is also seen in the P4mm
and P2mm PZT structural models, both of which also show a high degree of tetragonality. The
tetragonality of PMN-PT decreases as the Ti concentration is reduced from PT-rich compositiom, and the average symmetry switches from tetragonal to rhombohedral at the morphotropic
phase boundary (MPB)

.T

c::: 0.35. The largest piezoelectric

re~ponse i~

concentrations ncar the MPB [76]. Pol.ariLation rotation has been

typically achieved at

propo~ed

a& the origin of the

large piezoelectric response at the MPB. via intermediate monoclinic phases [119-121], where
the tetragonality increases as the polarization rotates from [I 11] to [1001 (pseudocubic) directiom, with applied electric field along a pseudocubic axis. Increased tetragonality, compared to
PT, has been seen in some other perovskite based solid solutions, such as some Bi based materials [122, 123]. The present calculations indicate that

17 0

NMR chemical shift measurements

could be a useful probe in this regard, as increased tetragonality is accompanied by shortened
transition-metal/oxygen bonds.

7.5

Summary
First-principles oxygen NMR chemical shift tensors were calculated for PZT and PMN,

which are representative, respectively, of homovalent and heterovalent perovskite-structure B-site
alloys. Quantum chemistry methods for embedded clusters and the GIPAW method for periodic
boundary conditions were used. Results from both methods are in good agreement for PZT and
prototypical perovskites. PMN results were obtained using only GIPAW. Both

i~otropic

and

axial chemical shift components were found to vary approximately linearly as a function of the
nearest-distance transition-metal/oxygen bond length. r 8 • Using these results, we argue against Ti
clustering in PZT, as conjectured from recent 17 0 NMR measurements. Our findings indicate that
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17 0

NMR measurements, coupled with fir~t-principles ca1culations. can be an important probe of

local structure in complex perovskite solid solutions.
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TABLE 7.5: GIPAW calculated oxygen i>otropic. axial and anisotropic components (ppm) of the chemical
shift tensor for PMN. A 60-atom supercell with relaxed internal coordinates was used [114]. The B-0--B'
bond notation is the same as in Table 7.4; bond lengths are categorized as equidistant if they diiier by less
than 0.05 A.

Nb-0

B'-0

A

A

2.11
2.11
2.06
2.07

bieo

(lax

ban"o

2.09
2.09
2.0S
2.09

235
235
277

-6
-7
-26
-22

-5
-2
-47
-43

1.89
1.90
1.90
1.90
1.91
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.94
1.94
1.95
1.95
1.96
1.96
1.97
1.97
1.97
1.98
1.99
2.01

2.06
2.07
2.09
2.11
2.11
2.08
2.09
2.10
2.13
2.18
2.11
2.18
2.05
2.12
2.05
2.10
2.13
2.06
2.13
2.06

419
405
390
387
390
362
368
374
369
390
362
385
346
348
338
343
327
340
316
310

-109
-97
-110
-110
-Ill
-91
-94
-100
-75
-75
-81
-67
-78
-61
-71
-64
-53
-51
-43
-36

-27
-11
-25
-31
-83
-7
-10
-83
-36
-17
-11
-18
-29
-44
-36
-11
-13
-47
-7
-39

1.86
1.87
1.87
1.87
1.89
1.90
1.91
1.91
1.94
1.95

2.23
2.14
2.14
2.23
2.20
2.20
2.11
2.11
2.03
2.01

436
421
421
437
416
414
394
392
401
399

-130
-130
-129
-130
-114
-110
-111
-108
-122
-122

-21
-3
-8
-18
-27
-24

-11

2.06
2.08

2.09
2.08

347
340

-62
-56

-9
-11

Nb-0-Mg

2SO

Nb-0--Mg

Nb-0--Nb

-23
-18
-8

Nb-0-Nb

CHAPTERS

First-principles Ti NMR chemical shift
calculations of ferroelectric perovskite
oxides
8.1

Introduction
The reversible lattice polarization (ferroelectricity) and strong electro-mechanical coupling

(piezoelectricity) of fenoelectric perovskite oxide materials have resulted in these materials becoming key components in many electronic and mechanical devices such as sensors, actuators,
and random access memory [1, 2]. Studies have revealed that these macroscopic properties are
directly related to the material's local structure. For example, different amounts of Zr substitution
forTi in Pb(Zrl-x Tix)03 (PZT) results in different macroscopic piezoelectric characteristics [2].
However, the exact chemical and structural recipe for achieving the desired strength and sensitivity
of these properties is still unknown.
To address this uncertainty, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements have been
conducted on some ferroelectric perovskite oxide systems. NMR 's ability to determine the elec84
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tric field gradient (EFG) and the chemical shielding at a nuclear site makes it an an excellent
tool for studying the

~hort

range chemical order of crystalline solid-state systems. The EFGs ex-

perienced by quadrupole nuclei indicate the local symmetry of a crystallographic &ite, while the
chemical shielding tensor

a-.

which

re~ults

from the electronic shielding of the applied magnetic

field, uniquely identifies distinct crystallographic sites. Recently.

47 149 Ti

EFG measurements were

made on single cry&tals of BaTi03 and SrTi03 [124, 125].
In the case of BaTi0;1. quite a few experiments have been performed to determine the Ti
EFG [124-133] and chemical

shift~

[126, 128-135] for its variom crystallographic

pha~es.

The

experimental EFG measurement& arc similar, but variou:, chemical shift measurements differ by
approximately 120 ppm. Since the Ti chemical shift i& believed to vary with the mean Ti-0 bond
length [129. 131 ], this 120 ppm discrepancy adds uncertainty to the understanding of the local
~tructure

surrounding the Ti atoms in the various phases of BaTiOa. Either complex dynamics

in the cry&ta1 structure of BaTi03, or the enormous challenges associated with Ti NMR, might
account for the reported chemical &hift discrepancies. The experimental difficulty of Ti NMR
results from Ti having two NMR active

i~otopic

forms. Both isotopes have similar gyromagnetic

ratios, resulting in similar resonance frequencies, even when large magnetic fields are applied.
The NMR spectrum is further complicated by the isotopes having very large electric quadrupole
moments: Q('17 Ti) = 30.2 x

w- 30 m2 ; Q('10 Ti) = 24.7 x 10- 30 m2 . These quadrupole moments lead

to a large splitting of the central (~, -~)transition, which manifests itself by broad NMR powder
spectra. The combination of the broad spectral peak and similar resonance frequencies leads to an
overlap of the

17 Ti

and '19 Ti spectra. Additionally, a small signal-to-noise ratio is present in the

NMR spectrum because of the low natural abundance of the two isotopes. For these reasons, it is
difficult to extract chemical shielding tensors from measured spectra.
Knowledge of the NMR parameters from first-principles quantum mechanical calculations
would aid in data analysis and interpretation. To date, (J(Ti) calculations have been carried out for
only a limited number of transition metal oxide systems [47, 108. 136], and no systematic studies have been performed on ferroelectric perovskite oxide materials. Here, we present titanium
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NMR chemical shift tensor S(Ti) (8-(Ti) w.r.t. cubic SrTi03) from complementary calculations
with embedded clusters and periodic boundary conditions (PBC). The embedded cluster calculation~

used standard quantum

chemi~try

methods. While PBC calculations were performed with

the GIPAW method within Quantum Espresso (QE) [5, 41]. Compared to oxygen chemical shifts
S(O) (Chapter" 6 & 7), S(Ti) calculations are more challenging for both approaches. Ti cluster
calculations were found to be sensitive to si;;e effects and termination (Chapter 4). while GIPAW
res.ults were found to be sensitive to the

p~eudopotential

construction. The two

approache~

com-

plemented each other in opt1mizing these factors.. We find that the titanium isotropic chemical
shift i~ <>trongly dependent on the

perov~kite

Ti05 octahedral volume.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The theoretical approaches are des.cribed in Sec. 8.2. Calculated results for the prototypical perovskites CaTi03 (CT), SrTi03 (ST).
BaTi03 (BT), and PbTi03 (PT) as well as the complex perov<>kite PZT are pre'\ented in Sec. 8.3.
Additionally, Sec. 8.3 contains the analysis of the calculated results along with a comparison with
experimental measurements (where available). Sec. 8.4 s.ummarizes. the

8.2

finding~.

Calculational Details
As mentioned in Chapter 3 chemical shieldmg tensor 8- is determined by its principal axis

components and i" u<;ually reported in terms of isotropic and anisotropic. For non-cubic perovskite
structure based crystals, O"zz(Ti) will always be identified, in this chapter, with the principal along
the polar direction. The titanium chemical s.hielding reference used here is cubic SrTi03.

8.2.1

Embedded cluster calculations

Calculations were performed with the

GAUSSlAJ\:

computational package [28-30], and the

chemical shielding tensor was detem1ined using the continuous set of gauge tramfonnations
(CSGT) method [16, 49]. Calculations were done us.ing the DFT hybrid B3LYP [10], as well
as GGA, using the PW91 [50] and PBE [51] forms. Douglas-Kroll-Hess 2nd order scalar rel-
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ativistic calculations were performed on selected systems. Site-centered Gaussian type orbitals
GTO basis functions were associated with all the QM atoms. All-electron treatments were used
for the 0, Ca, and Ti

atom~,

while the other QM atoms were represented using

scalar-relativi~tic

small core (scalar-RSC) p~eudopotentials [also called effective core potentials (ECPs)]. The ba~is
sets and ECPs used for these calculations were taken from the EMSL website [33]. except for
Ti(6-31 1G(2d,p)). which was taken from the internal Gaus&ian program directory [28-30].
For the Ti-centered clusters. the RSC ECP& for the QM atoms were Sr(28), Zr(28), Ba(46),
Pb (60), where the number of core electrons

i~

<>hown in

parenthe~is.

These pseudopotentials

are generally specified by the 5amc label as their associated basis :,et:, listed below. except where
otherwise indicated. For ePSPs,

ECP~

used for these calculations were taken from the EMSL

website [33] and are described in Chapter 7. The following GTO

ba~is

sets were found to

give well-converged results: O(IGLO-Ili), target Ti(cc-pwCVQZ), remaining Ti(6-311G(2d,p)).
Zr<def2-TZVP), Pb(cc-pVDZ-PP). Ca(cc-pVDZ); for the Sr and Ba atoms the associated Stuttgart
RSC 1997 basis sets were used. The non-relativistic (NR) and relativistic (DK) versions of Ti(ccpwCVQZ) were used for their respective calculations. Calculated relative chemical shifts with
these basis sets

~howed

small variations with respect to basis set size. For example, \Vhen going

from TZ to QZ basis set on the target Ti atom. 6iso(Ti) change by-:::: 2 ppm for cubic BT and tetragonal PT. Similarly, when the Pb, Ba, and Sr basis sets were change from DZ to TZ (def-TZVP was
med for Sr and Ba), r5iso(Ti) changed by no more than-:::: 5.5 ppm.

8.2.2

GIPAW calculations

A detailed discussion of this approach and the calculation parameters for the systems discus<>ed here (except for theCa pseudopotential parameters) are given in Chapters 4 and 7. A brief
summary of the key features is presented here.
Calculations for PBC med the GIPAW [5] functionality of the QuantumESPRESSO (QE) code [41].
The~e

calculations are done in two steps. A standard ground state norm-conserving pseudopoten-
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tial (PSP) calculation is first performed. This is fo11owed by a linear response calculation in the
presence of an external magnetic field. The linear response calculation uses a11-electron like valence wave functions, which are represented using a projector augmented wave (PAW) basis. The
PAW basis functions are constructed when the PSP is generated.
Calculations reported below used we11 converged Monkhorst-Pack [110] Brillouin zone kpoint sampling, e.g. 6x6x6 for the prototypical perovskites (CT, ST, BT, and PT) and 6x6x4
for 10 atom unit cells systems (PZT and the mixed A-site perovskites. A= Sr, Ba, Pb). Unless
otherwise specified, the PBE GGA functional was used in all QE calculations.
GIPAW calculations can be complicated by the details of the pseudopotential construction.
For example. compared to oxygen, titanium contains additional core electrons and higher angular
character. Therefore, the additional parameters require significantly greater care and testing.

8.2.3

Comparison of Methods

GIPAW and cluster approaches are compared for the Ti02 molecule. the rutile crystalline
solid, as well as results for the prototypical perovskites SrTi03 and PbTi03 in the cubic and
tetragonal phases. respectively, in Table 8.1. Where available, published PBC-GIPAW results [47]
are also given for comparison.
Ti02 molecule and rutile atomic coordinates as well as the associate GIPAW parameters are
described in Chapter 7. The Gaussian calculation for the isolated molecule used a basis set of ccpwCVQZ-DK and IGLO-III forTi and 0, respectively. For the rutile structure, the cluster method
used a Till 044 QM cluster with cc-pwCVQZ-DK, 6-311 G(2d,p) basis 5ets, respectively, for the
target and outer 10 Ti atoms; IGLO-III basis sets were used for all 44 0 atoms. (Embedding with
ePSPs and point charges were done as described Chapter 7) QE calculations are in good agreement
with the finite size methods for both Ti02 systems. Principle components of(;- differ by at most
~33

ppm and

~

19 ppm for the molecule and solid, respectively. Isotropically, the theoretical

discrepancy is reduced

to~

25 ppm

and~

14 ppm.
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TABLE 8.1: Comparison of results, u>ing embedded clusters and GIPAW. The principle values of the
titanium chemical shieldmg tensor arc present for Ti02 molecule and rutile. cubic ST. and tetragonal PT.
All value& are fi·om relativi~tic PBE-GGA calculations. Embedded cluster rewlts are labeled as C-xx. where
xx is the number of quantum atoms (>ee te>.t) in the cluster. For PT. the depolarizmg: field wa& removed by
comparing the LDA force to an LAPW calculation.

O".T:I

O"yy

0"~::;

(]".ISO

GIPAW

-826
-851

-535
-567

224
208

-379
-403

Ti02 (rutile)
C-55
GIPAW

-99
-106

-148
-164

-202
-221

-150
-164

SrTi03 (cubic)
C-75
C-111
GIPAW
GIPAWa

-168
-197
-228
-281

-168
-197
-228
-281

-168
-197
-228
-281

-168
-197
-228
-281

-359
-381
-361

-359
-381
-361

-54
-54
-106

-257
-272
-276

Ti0 1 (molecule)
Gaus~ian

PbTi03 (P4mm)
C-75
C-111

GIPAW

" Ref. [47] determined the chemical shielding using
a different experimental >tructure. Their lattice parameter, a= 3.94 )l. is larger compared to the lattice
parameter. a= 3.905 ":1, used in this study.
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Calculations for the prototypical perovskites in Table 8.1 used the structures described in
Chapter 7. Embedded clusters were constructed as in Chapter 4. and results are given for 75and 111-QM atom clusters. Both the 75-QM atom and 111-QM atom cluster results are from
scalar relativistic PBE calculations. Differences between PW91 and PBE (not shown in the Table)
are small, as expected. Tests on the 75-QM atom ST cluster show that, relativistically, PBE produced(;- value& that are':::::' 11 ppm more positive than PW91. In contrast. scalar-relativistic effects
changed (;- by ':::::' +46 ppm. For the chemical shifts, these

effect~

are expected to negligible, due to

cancellation of errors.
The ST and PT 111-QM atom rclati\ i&tic PBE a-u

=

a-yy and a-:cz arc in good agreement

with PBC values, differing at most by ':::::'31 and ':::'52 ppm respectively. hotropic values for both
systems are within 31 ppm of PBC-QE.
Size effects between the 75- and 111-QM atom results are evident in the Table 8.1. The
75-QM atom values are more shielded [i.e., more positive (see Eq. (7.1 ))] than either the 111QM atom values or the PBC methods. Rigidly shifting the 75 QM-atom brings these into better
agreement with GIPAW, indicating good cancellation of eiTors. This is evident in Table 8.2. which
compares the calculated non-relativistic PW91 isotropic chemical shifts to GIPAW results and
experimental data. where available, for Ti02 rutile, CT, ST (2 different lattice constants), cubic
BT, P4mm BT, cubic PT, P4mm PT and 50/50 PZT with P4mm. P2mm, and R3m symmetries. As
in Chapter 7, experimental structures were used for all systems except cubic CT [137], cubic ST
with cubic BT lattice parameter, cubic PT [138] and the PZT structural models [89]. As will be
discussed in the next section, calculated chemical shifts are in agreement between the theoretical
methods.
These results demonstrate that the embedded cluster and PBC-GIPAW approaches produce
comparable agreement with chemical

~hifts

for the

pre~ented

cluster sizes and methodology. Dif-

ferences due to cluster size, DFT functionals, relativistic effects, and pseudopotentials largely
cancel in the chemical shifts.
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8.3

Results and Discussion
Table 8.2 presents calculated results for the titanium chemical ~hift tensor cS(Ti) tensor. In the

cubic phase cS(Ti) is isotropic, while in the P4mm and R3m cases there is a two-fold degenerate
pair, consistent with the relatively high site symmetry for the B-sites compared to the 0-sites
(Table XX in Chapter 4) in these structures. Table 8.2 compares calculated

result~

to measured

b1so( l7 / 49 Ti) chemical shifts from NMR pO\vder spectra and a single cry~tal measurements. The
experimental BaTi0:3 and PbTi03 value& were referenced to cubic SrTiOa, with the exception
of cubic BaTi03 along with Ti02, which were both referenced to liquid TiCk Therefore, the
measured chemical shift of cubic SrTi03 referenced to liquid TiCl4 (-843 ppm [135]) was used. to
derive the experimental values shown in Table 8.2. The agreement between theory and experiment
is good for Ti0 2 and BaTi0:3 in the cubic and tetragonal phases, except for one reported tetragonal
measurement. The calculated Ti02 uniaxial chemical shifts (Eq. 7.2) of ~25 ppm (Cluster) and
~28

ppm (GIPAW) are small and consistent with the single crystal measurement of ~22.5 ± 20

ppm [139] (Eq. 7.2) and the powder measurement of II30II ± 15 ppm [140]. The discrepancy is
larger in tetragonal PbTi03 B3LYP improves upon the GGA. Calculated b180 (Ti) values for the
PZT 50/50 P4mm, P2mm, and R3m structural models, differ no more than 35 ppm from PT. This
is qualitatively in agreement with the Ti NMR measurements of PT, PZT 25/75 and PZT 50/50,
where the intrinsic line width ( rv3500 ppm) and location of the Ti NMR spectrum remains constant
with changes inTi concentration [4].
Figure 8.1 plots the BT, PT. and PZT (P4mm, P2mm, and R3m symmetries) isotropic (Figure 8.1(a)). uniaxial (Figure 8.1(b)). r.r = yy (Figure 8.1(c)), and z::: (Figure 8.1(d)) chemical
shifts as a function of the Ti06 octahedral volume

~urrounding

the targeted Ti atom. For the BT

and PT systems, the unit cell volume was varied and for each volume the GGA relaxed structure
was determined with 4 different c/a fixed ratios. As can be seen in Figure 8.1 (a), 5;80 (Ti) for both
BT and PT show a linear dependence with respect to volume with a rigid 50 ppm offset in 5;80 (Ti)
for A-site substitution. The 5; 80 (Ti) values for the mixed B-site PZT compounds with P4mm and
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TABLE 8.2: Companson ofrc~ults, w.mg embedded clu.,tcrs, GIPAW-PBC, and available cxpenmcnt. The
pnnciplc values and the I>Otropic component of u(Ti) (m ppm) arc presented cubic CT, cubic ST, cubic ST
with the cubic BT lattice parameter, cubic BT, cubic PT, tetragonal BT, tetragonal PT, and PZT clmters
are based on [89J (P4mm, P2mm, R3m). In the non-cub1c cry&tals. zz denotes the prmcipal axi& along the
polar direction. Embedded clu&ter re&ult& are for 75 QM atom cluster~ for the perovsk1tes using B3LYP and
PW91. All chemical &hift& are referenced to cubic ST with the reference values of -75, -225, and -228 ppm
u&ed for B3LYP, PW9L and GIPAW-PBC, respectively. In the ca&e of T10 2 • a 55 QM atom clu~ter was
used in 1t was referenced to the chemical shieldmg of Ill-atom QM cubic SrTiOo cluster (-247 ppm)

Exp.
Ti0 2 (rutile)
XX

yy
zz
ISO

-42 ± we
-42 .::L 10"
28 J: 10"
ob, -17 ± JO", -38

-- -----------------

CT cubic
ST cubic
ST cubic (a=BT)
BTcuhic
PTcubic
BTP4mm
:ex= yy

B3LYP

:::!:_

5ct

------- - --

97

GIPAW

-122
-64
-7
-64
--- ----91
0
0
101
142
145
-16

------~-----

138

Og, 106h, 112±3', 120I

159
57
125

134
63
110

114
51
93

153:::!::: 15'

244
-130
119

190
-112
89

133
-l22
48

220
-149
97

187
-104
90

148
-131
55

314
200
-113
134

-314
-200
113
-134

216
100
-I 19
66

15
162
64

7
148
54

-28
96
13

PTP4mm
XJ'

=

YlJ

zz
i~o

PZTP4mm
XX=

lJY

zz
i&o
PZTP2mm
XX

yy

zz
1,80

PZTR3m
:ex= yy
zz

iso

GIPAWa

-R8
-42
11
-40
-92
0
102
141
-13

112°. J02f

::;z

iso

-88
0

PW91

" Ref. r47] cube STand P4rnm BT cxpenmental structures; cub1c BT relax structure
b Powder results Ref. [134]
c Single cry~tal experimental values arc from Ref. [139]
<~ Powder result~ Ref. [140]
e Powder results Ref. [ 133]
1
Smgle crystal expenmental values are from Ref. [128]
g Single crystal experimental values are from Ref. [ 126, 134]
h Powder results Ref. [132]
' Powder results Ref. [1291
1
Powder results Ref. [1301
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FIG. 8.1: Calculated titanium isotropic chemical shifts are plotted as a function of the volume of the nn Asite cube surrounding the target titanium cation for a collection of Pf and BT computational experiments.
In the respective systems, the unit cell volume was varied and for each volume the GGA relaxed structure
was determined with 4 different c/a fixed ratios. Results are also shown for PZT 50150 models (P4mm,
P2mm, and R3m) in Figures 8.l(a) and 8.l(b). The dotted lines connected the plotted points within each
calculation set.

P2mm symmetries follow the linear trend of PT. Figure 8.1 (b) indicates that Oax(Ti) also has linear
dependence on volume, but in contrast to Oiso(Ti), the BT slope is smaller than the Pb compounds.
To investigate the difference in the BT and PT Oax linear dependence, the principle components of
the chemical shift tensor plotted. Figure 8.l(c) exhibits that Oxx(Ti) and Oyy(Ti) are not dependent
on A-site species or the c/a ratio. While Figure 8.1(d) shows that Ozz(Ti) behaves differently with
Ba and Pb occupying the A-site. Ozz(Ti) in BT changes linearly with volume whereas Ozz(Ti) is insensitive to volume in PT. This Pb compound volume insensitivity is responsible for the predicted
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chemical shift anisotropy behavior as well as the 50 ppm offset in biso(Ti) between the two A-site
species. This behavior can be attribute to Pb covalency, which, unlike the rigid-ion-like bonding
of non-Pb A-site atoms, more easily accommodates structural adjustments and in turn lessen their
impact on the surrounding the Ti cation.
The A-site dependence of the titanium chemical shift is further investigated by examining
how biso(Ti) and bax(Ti) vary in mixed homovalent A-site compounds. Figure 8.2 displays calculated titanium isotropic (Figure 8.2(a)) and uniaxial (Figure 8.2(b)) chemical shifts plotted as a
function of the Ti06 volume for a collection of (A 1; 2 A; 12 )Ti03 systems, where A and A'= Sr,
Ba, and Pb. It is apparent from Figure 8.2 that biso(Ti) has a low sensitivity to A-site alloying and
the bax(Ti) volume dependence increases with Pb concentration.
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FIG. 8.2: Calculated titanium isotropic and uniaxial chemical shifts, O,so(Ti) and Oax(Ti), are plotted as
a function of the volume of the nn A-site cube surrounding the target titanium cation for a collection of
(A 1 ; 2 A~; 2 )Ti0 3 , where A and A' = Sr, Ba, and Pb. 10 atom unit cells with a c/a ration of 1.033 for
each GGA relaxed structure at constant volume. The dotted lines connected the plotted points within each
calculation set.

Unlike the P4mm and P2mm symmetries of PZT, the R3m biso(Ti) is not consistent with the
biso(Ti) versus volume linear relationship followed by the other Pb compounds in this study. This
apparent deviation due to symmetry was examined by performing a similar biso(Ti) versus volume
study as done in Figure 8.l(a) with a collection of R3m PT and BT structures. Figure 8.3 shows
these results along with selected results from Figure 8.1(a), which are included for comparison.
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The plotted calculated values show that Ois0 (Ti) has a low sensitivity to crystal symmetry and in the
case of PT, 8iso(Ti) cannot distinguish between R3m and P4mm symmetries. In contrast, biso(Ti)
can distinguish between BT R3m and P4mm symmetries at realistic volumes. However, the indistinguishably of symmetry for PT in Figure 8.3 and the nonconformity of the R3m symmetry
ofPZT in Figure 8.1(a) maybe due to the R3m structure having a different bonding environment
than the P4mm and P2mm symmetries, which may allow for B-site dependence.
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FIG. 8.3: Calculated titanium isotropic chemical shifts Oiso(Ti) are plotted as a function of the volume of
the nn A-site cube surrounding the target titanium cation for a collection of R3m PT and BT structures.
Selected results from Figure 8.l(a) are included for comparison. The dotted lines connected the plotted
points within each calculation set.

8.4 Summary
Complementary titanium nuclear magnetic resonance chemical shift tensor calculations were
carried out with embedded clusters, using quantum chemistry methods, and with periodic boundary conditions, using the GIPAW method within Quantum Espresso. Compared to oxygen chemical shifts J(O) (Chapters 6 & 7), J(Ti) calculations are more challenging for both approaches. Ti
cluster calculations were found to be sensitive to size effects and termination (Chapter 4), while
GIPAW results were found to be sensitive to the pseudopotential construction. The two approaches
complemented each other in optimizing these factors. Tables 8.1 and 8.2 indicate that both methods produce chemical shifts that are consistent with each other. Figures 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 show
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that Ti chemical shifts have strong volume dependence. Both Siso(Ti) and Oax(Ti) show a near
linearly dependence on Ti06 octahedral volume. Oiso(Ti) is relatively insensitive to A-site species
(small offset) while OaxCTi) more so. Additionally, both components are fairly insensitive to c/a
and B-site ordering.

CHAPTER9

Prospects
Recently, Vijayakumar et al. [6] preformed a systematic experimental temperature and composition dependent g;~Nb NMR study of PMN and their analysis revealed that Nb isotropic chemical shifts are dependent on the nearest neighbor B-site (nBn) configurations. A comparison of
experimental results to first-princples Nb chemical shift calculations from various structural models could determine Nb05 tetrahedral volumes. Perhaps nn B-B bond lengths could be extracted
due to the Nb chemical shift sensitivity to nBn configurations. Initial calculations of on two 60
PMN supercclls

~howed

that the principle values of the Nb chemical shielding tensor are very

sensitive to the nBn configurations and the isotropic chemical shielding range of c:::: 106 ppm is
consistent with the experimental isotropic chemical shift range of c:::: 80 ppm. It would be interesting to further examine the Nb chemical shift sensitivity to PMN structural parameters not only
to learn about the local structure of PMN. but also the potential of B-site NMR in studying other
heterovalent B-site perovskites.
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